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Project for Flagship
Teachers
Flagship Teachers for the
21st Century is a national
model that was developed at
Clemson University.
Flagship Teachers will be
presented as a new tool in education at the San Diego
Convention Center.
The new tool evaluates
those interested in teaching to
determine their chances for
success before they ever step
in to a public school classroom.
This model not only predicts
the success of potential teachers, but it also determines
when potential teachers need
to find another profession.
"Flagship Teachers for the
21st Century will be a valuable
tool for both universities and
the public schools who hire our
teachers," said Kathy Sparks,
project coordinator and the person who developed the model
at Clemson.
Sparks will be presenting
the preliminary results of the
research as identifying those
characteristics common to successful teachers.
"Our model will help us
offer education students a
glimpse at the prospects for
future success in the classroom by comparing their
strengths and weaknesses with
those profiles of top teachers
already in the classroom," said
Sparks.

Clemson Project Plants
Seeds In Greenville
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Clemson students took the
classroom on Saturday,
February 28, to the Westview
Homes in Greenville to demonstrate how gardening activities
can contribute to a greater
sense of community.
An experimental sociology
class at the University, the
"Landscapes for Learning," will
build relationships between
University students and members of the community.
According to Brenda Vander
Mey, a professor of sociology
at Clemson and coordinator for
the project, successful gardening programs correlated with
reductions on teen pregnancy.
The project is part of a
$399,686 Housing and Urban
Development grant for community revitalization which was
rewarded to Clemson sociology
professor William Patterson.
All projects will be administered out of an Urban Outreach
Laboratory under the direction
of Patterson and located in the
department of sociology at
Clemson.

New Model for LandGrants
Clemson University is implementing a new model for landgrant universities. The new
approach will emphasize multidisciplinary cooperation, relevance, and fiscal and social
accountability in agriculture and
natural resource research.
The new model, developed
by Clemson faculty and stakeholders, formalizes these five
areas as program goals.
"This is a fundamental
change," said Jim Fischer,
director of the South Carolina
Agriculture and Forestry
Research System based at
Clemson. "Instead of an individual orientation, the new
model is program-based. This
means that research projects
will be aligned with the realworld needs of the state's agriculture and forestry industries."
"Clemson faculty members
are doing ground-breaking work
to develop guidelines which
establish research priorities
and define scholarship beyond
tenure requirements," said
Fischer.

-compiled l>\ Julie Sale
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Mortar Board Society crowns queen
► The winner of the pageant
was awarded a $750 scholarship, a trophy and a crown.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor
On Saturday, February 28, in a
crowded Tillman Hall, the Mortar
Board National Honor Society
crowned
its
Miss
Clemson
University.
According to this year's chairpersons, Erin Manahan and Meredith
Warren, the tradition has been
going on since the '80s.
Warren said the experience was
"wonderful" and that if she could
she would definitely do it again.
"I had a great time," said
Manahan. "The girls were great to
work with."
Mortar Board sponsors the annual event with money, they raise
throughout the year. This money is
also used in the distribution of
awards, which come in the form of
scholarships, trophies, one plaque
and the Miss Clemson University
Crown.
This year's pageant had a total of
15 women in it sponsored by different groups, from families to sororities.
It was also planned for the coming season with the theme
"Everything's Coming Up Roses".
This year's Master of Ceremonies
wasj Love of Bee 93.7. He enjoyed the

pageant as well as the crowd.
"I thought it was excellent," said
Love. "The women were very professional and open-minded; they made
it all very easy."
The panel of judges was made up
of local individuals. They were
Cheryl Hosier, Lorie Littlejohn
Barnwell, Joseph Wilson, Betty
Duermeier and Charlie Kelly
There was also entertainment
during the pageant. Tigeroar, a
University a capella group, and Rich
Challen,
a
local
acoustic
guitar/singer, performed.
This year's overall winner of the
pageant was Robyn Johnson. As
winner she received $750, a trophy
and her Miss Clemson University
Crown. Johnson also.won the interview portion and was given an additional $75.
"I am in shock," said Johnson. "I
don't think I've ever been so surprised."
First runner up, Jennifer Broyles.
received a $500 scholarship and a
trophy while Jill Edmunds, second
runner up, was given a trophy and a
$250 scholarship.
The third runner up, Kinsley
Roper, was awarded $125 as well as a
trophy. Roper also received a plaque
honoring her as the Miss
Congeniality winner.
The talent competition was won
by Allison Smith, who received $75
for her piano skills. The ad sales
winner, Michelle Sipe, was given $50

and a trophy for her participation.
The layout for the evening started
with the contestants doing their
opening number, followed by their
introductions. The judges were then
introduced by the two chairpersons,
with J. Love's introduction following
that.
The audience was then entertained by Tigeroar while the contestants prepared for the talent portion
of the evening.
With the talent competition over,

last year's queen.Tracy Bellamy
showed her winning dancing talent
from last year's pageant. It was then
time for the evening gown portion of
the competition. As the ladies prepared for the last portion of the
show, the crowd listened to a few
songs by Challen accompanied by
his guitar.
As far as the competition went,
Johnson said it was a "wonderful
experience."
"All the girls were so sweet," said

ADAM THOMAS

h

SHOW STOPPER: Members of Tigeroar entertained the crowd duringthe
evening'sfestivities at the scholaship pageant.

University delegates make mark at conference
► ACC sc hoo Is exc ha nge
ideas about the improvement
of their universities.
WHITNEY FULLER

staff writer
Clemson University student
government delegates attended the
1998 ACC Leadership Conference
for all ACC student governments at
UNC-Chapel Hill and left very
excited.
Jim Hendrix, Student Body
President, was unable to attend. In
his place, Hendrix sent Chris Koon,
Student Government Secretary,
David Bargatze, Student Services
Director, and Tony Elam, Chair of
the Minority Council.
Clemson's student government
didn't attend last year, so Hendrix
wanted the University to be represented at the conference to compare and learn new ideas from
other schools.
"We went not knowing what to
expect," said Chris Koon, "but left
feeling really good, like we had the
best student government in the
ACC."
Clemson's student government
compares very favorably to the
other ACC schools. The projects
and programs that CUSG has
implemented impressed the other
schools. CUSG seems to be "more
powerful, more active and more
influential than other schools,"
said Koon.
Campus Sweep was one program other schools want to implement because it not only benefits
the school, but it also gets the students involved.
Other schools didn't have a public relations staff that sends out
information around campus about
what student government is doing.
One other program that was of
some interest was the reaching
out/student governmenl open
house.
CUSG opens its doors and
encourages students to come in
and see what the student government does.
"Other school
<lii it image," explained Koon
"they don
i ",'""1 relation
ship with the stud i
minis
trai

Koon explained that the other
delegates were impressed with two
features. One is that CUSG has a
good relationship with the administration.
"We have a respectful relationship with the administration which
helps to get things done, when other
schools don't get along with their
administration," said Koon.
The second is the relationship
with campus media. Other schools
complained .about their university
media because they felt good things
are ignored while Clemson delegates feel there is a good balance
between the two.
Also, the structure of Clemson's

student government helps cut
down on some of the problems that
other schools have.
CUSG is one of the larger institutions because it has three branches.
Other ACC schools only have a
president, vice president and sometimes they have a cabinet.
The delegates left the conference
knowing that Clemson isn't the
only school having problems with
things like parking.
All the ACC schools are dealing
with the same problem with parking and want parking decks. One of
the main focuses at the conference
was academic advising. Each school
is looking to have more organized

and better quality advising for students.
Some schools also have worked
hard to implement a plus/minus
grading system to their campus,
while others were looking to eliminate plus/minus grading. The problems and benefits were discussed
about the system. CUSG wants to
implement a plus/minus grading
system.
"The weekend was a definite
plus because it was a good experience," said Koon. "We learned a lot
and had fun, too."
Next year the annual conference
will be held in Atlanta at Georgia
Tech campus.
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Student injured in shooting near frat quads
^■Police are still hopingfor
leads in hist Thursday's
shooting incident.
JULIE SALE

assistant news editor

A University student was shot
in the head with a pellet gun on
Thursday, February 26, at approximately 355 p.m.
The incident occurred while he
was playing basketball in front of
Bowen Hall, one ot the residence

halls Located in the fraternity
quads.
lie was taken to Redfern
Student Health Center where the
pellet was extracted from his scalp.
The victim was released later that
evening. No one else was hurt in the
attack.
The police have not located the
suspects in the alleged shooting,
but say that the shot may have
come from one of the residence
halls facing the basketball court.
The police are hoping that

.someone will come forward with
information leading to an arrest
"Everyone needs to be responsible," said Clemson University
Police Department Chief Lonnie
Saxon. Whoever did this "needs to
fess up."
According to Director of
Residential Life Gary Campbell,
guns are not allowed in residential
housing.
"We're treating this as a very
serious incident," said Campbell. "I
hope that we can find the person,

but il someone takes a gun into
their room, we can't do searches.
I he student has a right to privacy."
The case is being treated as
assault and battery with intent to
kill, and anyone withholding
knowledge of the crime could be
charged as an accessory.
"1 hope he turns himself in," said
the victim. "It wasn't personal, but
that doesn't, mean that it wasn't
intentional."
The victim hopes that the fraternity system on campus won't "get a

bad rap."
The incident doesn't reflect the
fraternity teaching," said the student. "It might have been just one
person. I just feel sorry for the other
99 percent."
Despite the shock of the attack,
the injured student feels safe on
campus. "1 went out and played basketball in the same place yesterday"
Call the Clemson University
Police Department at 656-2222 if
you have any information regarding the attack.

CROWNINGGLORY

[HAPPY TRAILS]

ADAM THOMAS/photo editor

Last year's queen Tracy Bellamy crowned
Robynjohnson as the 1998 Miss Clemson
University Scholarship Pageant winner.
See story, page 2

; DEBBIE DALHOUSE

TOE ROAD LESS TRAVELED: Bike riding is one of the many activities enjoyed by students in the Experimental Forrest. There
are over 50 milesof trails spanningthejorrest.

PLANTING A FUTURE
Though the Clemson Experimental Forest is usedfor research,
many students enjoy it recreationaly
JENNA HORNE

staff writer
Tillman Hall towers over our
University with the splendor of a wise
guardian. A hawk taking a rest on this
famous structure could survey miles of
the rolling green forest that stretches to
the edges of Lake Hartwell with a single
glance.
This forest is better known as the
Clemson
Experimental
Forest.
Although adjacent to the University, it is
far from the hectic cry of the business
world. The Clemson Experimental
Forest is 17,500 acres devoted to education and research.
It seems impossible that this bountiful forest could have ever been anything
but healthy. The sights seen in the early
part of this century, however, would
have burned the eyes of any creature.
Miles of desolate land surrounded this
area.

The famished crops showcased the
footprints of Black Tuesday in the miles
of farmland that now encompass the
University. Cotton was the cash crop of
the South until the 1930's. It was then
that the Great Depression dethroned
King Cotton. Poor farming practices left
eroded hills spotted with stunted pines
and moribund hardwoods. These scenes
were the silent scream of poverty.
The Clemson Experimental Forest
was born of that horrible desperation.
Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal
offered help to the upstate through a
man named George H. Aull, a 1918
Clemson College graduate who received
his Ph.D. in land economics at the
University of Wisconsin. Aull's imagination was triggered by a "Fireside Chat"
given by Roosevelt.
With Aull's help, over the next sixtyplus years, the area around Clemson has
been transformed from an area of poverty and waste to one of the largest tracts

of undeveloped land in the upstate, populated by a lush forest and abundant
wildlife.
"The Experimental Forest is transformation in progress," said Steve Peri,
Forestry Operations Manager.
During the week, the Clemson
Experimental Forest serves as a classroom and a living laboratory.. Here,
ongoing research projects explore management alternatives for timber production, recreation and wildlife habitats.
The forest also serves as the testing
ground for the SC Forestry Commission,
S.C Department of Health and
Environmental Control, S.C Department
of Natural Resources and the U.S. Forest
Services.
Students in more than 20 departments, from agronomy to zoology, take
part in what the forest has to offer.
"The Clemson Experimental Forest is
SEE TREES, PAGE

Craig Story
wins vice
presidency
► A run-off election is scheduled between
Matt Dunbar and Vince Northcutt to
determine who will be president.
Ons

TAYLOR

circurlation manager
With the final tabulations in on this year's elections, the student body elected Craig Story Vice
President. There will be a run-off between Matt
Dunbar
and
Vince
Northcutt to determine the student body President
on March 10. The voter turn-out was approximately
twice the total of last year.
Dunbar finished with 34.7 percent of the votes
cast, followed by Northcutt who received 24.7 percent. Mia Richardson placed third with 14.6 percent,
ahead of Jason Gentry with 13.3 percent. J.P. Hooks
and Patrick Leonard finished fifth and sixth respectively.
Amy Caudle, a member of the elections committee, who worked the voting station at Schiletter
Dining Hall, said the votes cast exceeded the number
of projected ballots for use at the station.
"A lot of people came by to vote," said Caudle,
"and it came to a point wliere we had to keep emptying the ballot boxes."
Caudle also said that the students seemed to be
positive about the election process.
Northcutt plans to continue campaigning and
visiting organizations around campus. Northcutt's
top priorities are student lobbying and parking.

7
SEE

VOTE, PAGE 7
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Univesity's fiscal policies questioned
Lately the credit hawks have been out in full force, trying to get also wholly supports the Learning Center and helps defray the
students who just want to check their mail or stroll through the costs of travel and equipment for the band. And when a long-time
Union loggia to sign up for a service most students don't really IPTAY member passes away IPTAY places a book in the library in
need. While credit cards, in their time and place, are useful and that person's honor.
The library of course, is maybe the one thing on campus mostj
sometimes even necessary many students, for whatever reason,
desperately
in need of money. During the last fiscal year, alumni
haven't quite got the knack of using them. Studies show that credit
card debt among college students is growing at a ridiculous rate, and friends gave the library just over $730,000 dollars, the smallest
and many students graduate from college in over a thousand dol- donation to any single category. This is mildly embarassing; the
library needs help. The library needs help more than the
lars worth of credit debt.
University needs some of the projects current^
This certainly isn't something any student
ly underway.
needs, especially when just starting out on
Actually most major capital projects like
their own. After all, that credit card debt is
Our Position:
these are undertaken at the request of the
often just tacked onto additional debts from
University. The Clemson Fund will receive a
student loans. Over nine thousand Clemson
Clemson should
request from the University to raise money tor
students receive loans for their education, and
reexamine its priori
a particular project; it is then their job to find
the average student will graduate with nearly
that money. The new Visitor's Center, the
$3,000 worth of debt to loan providers.
ties to focus on the
planned hotel, the Madren Center, and even
Many students make it to college only by
students.
the Hendrix Student Center are major project^
combining student loans with generous
that the University asked alumni to hel
scholarships through the University. A lot of
build. If we're concerned that gifts to the uni
those scholarships are paid entirely through
versity
aren't
going
to
the right places, then the place to look is th
alumni donations. IPTAY, too, chips in to support academic scholUniversity
itself,
not
the
donors.
arships for students, often around $200,000 per year but sometimes
Fortunately, the Clemson Fund has recently received a largi
much more. IPTAY's primary focus, of course, is on athletic scholarships; they support roughly $3.7 million in aid for athletes. donation for the library. The donor has challenged other alumn]
Clemson alumni also help students directly through scholarships and friends to match his offer, so the library stands to gain quite
and other aid money. The most recent fiscal year saw alumni and bit from this. But this is an example of an alumnus deciding on h:
friends of the University donate nearly six million dollars in acad- own that the library needs support; the University didn't ask ior th
emic scholarships and aid, and this figure increases nearly every money. Without our anonymous visionary, the library wouldn't
getting anything special at all.
year.
We want to see the University giving much greater consider;
But all the money that comes into the University isn't necessarily going directly to help students. Alumni gave the University tion to things that will affect the students directly. If the annu
nearly $20 million last year, and IPTAY certainly brought in more budget can't support new housing and improved library facilitie
than the four million dollars in scholarships it supported. Where alumni center should be asking for special donations to these cau:
es. There is great alumni support for this school, and a "Repta
does all the rest of the money go?
Johnstone"
drive or something similar would certianly be succe:
IPTAY gives a lot of money to the support of the athletic facilities
on campus, for yearly upkeep and major renovations alike. IPTAY ful. But it's up to the University on this one.

SPEAKINGOUT
What would you like to see the University spend more money on?

Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and should include the
author's name, signature and phone
number (plus school and class if applicable}. They will be checked for authenticity letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.

We need your input!
Readers ol this page are
encouraged to sit in on our
editorial stafi meetings. Meetings

imately 730 p.m.on
Sundays in Room 904 ol the
Union I'lcwe (.all Jonathan at

iOtoreserw

1 would like Clemson to
spend more money on
Internet services in i he
apartmeni areas
Katrina Washington

t ivil engineering
freshman

In older lor a university
to be considered a majoi
institution il needs to
have a well-equipped
lihi.u \ and computer
lab.Both ol these need
sei ious work .u ( lemson
Chuck Adkins
elet ii u al engineering
senioi

I would like the universi
ty to spend more money
on parking facilities
Jamenia Sims

industrial engineei ing
juntoi

I think that the mone\
that Clemson has should
be spent on better lab
equipment foi engineei
ing majors
Cyrus B. Champagne

ck\ tricai engineei ing
junioi

I he university should
spend more money on
academic si holarships
M.un desen ing people
gel no aid, while the universit) spends mone) on
pointless things
Patricia King

i &l r
M'llli'l
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University to increase engineering enrollment
► Engneeringenmllmenl
will increasefrom 2,600to
3/100 in the next few years.

state It's only natural thai Clemson
again step forward as the landgrant University ol the state and
meet that need." Keinath added.
The growth ol knowledge based
companies lias main' benefits. Most
HEIDI GRANEY
stall writer
often these companies purchase
goods and services within their
In an attempt to answer local communities, pay above aver
demands from South Carolina's age wages and are among the most
technology-oriented industries, the rapidl) growing companies in
College ol Engineering and Science today's econom
Larry Druffel, chair oi the techplans to increase engineering
council
and
enrollment over the next live years nology
president/director ol the South
bj JO percent.
The announcement
is a ( arolina Research Authority,
believes
that
response
to
Clemson engiGov.
David ^^^^^^^^^_
i rs are benefiB eas1ey's
cial to these
strategic plan "The move to increase the
kn o wle d g e lor economic enrollment in the
based
compadevelopment engineering program
nies.
of the state
"Clemson's
The
plan could be a very strong
was created by
move as long as the quality commitment is
right in line with
the Governor's of education isn't
the spirit and
Te c h n ol (
intent of the recAdvisory compromised for
ommendations,"
Council. It is a quantity."
Druffel
said.
response to a
"Clemson
is
recommendaMATT PETERSON
well
tion by Beasley
mechanical engineering major already
known lor the
entitled
strength of its
"Approaching
2000." an overall plan tor economic engineering and science programs.
development introduced by Beasley Enhancing that strength will help
in 1995. Graduating more engineers the state's economy grow stronger
as well."
is a major part of Beasley's goal.
Clemson's own statistics reiterThomas Keinath, Dean of the
College of Engineering and Science, ate the council's suggestions. Job
offers to engineering graduates are
supports the increase.
"Today, the state needs to among the highest starting
increase its supply of highly skilled, salaries, according to the Clemson
technology-oriented workers to Career Center. Last year's average
build a knowledge-based econo- starting salaries for engineering
graduates ranged from $36,000 to
m v." said Keinath.
"From agriculture to textiles and $42,000.
However, South Carolina must
manufacturing, Clemson has
always geared its programs accord- provide a capable work force and a
ing to the industrial needs ol the strong business environment to

attract more knowledge based
companies
To respond to this need,
( lemson will increase its under
graduate engineering enrollment
from the current level of 2,600 to
3,400 and its graduate enrollment
from the current level ol ^8310 800.
Clemson University is currently
the states top producer of engineer
i ng students.
"Adding that many engineering
majors while maintaining qualit)
will require a massive student

recruiting effort" Keinath said
A recruiting coordinator will be
added to attract more students to
engineering. More scholarship
funding will also be needed to keep
top students in the state. Keinath
said the additional scholarship
money will come from endowments.
Other colleges throughout the
University will not be forced to
decrease enrollment because of the
engineering increase. However,
Keinath added that some may be on

a natural decline .is the (!oll<

Engineering and Sc ieni i
Keinath also acknowledged that
the i in. least' will cause class sizes to
grow in proportion. The college is
planning to facilitate the growth
rate by hiring more engineering
professors. "The move to increase
the enrollment in the engineering
program could be a very strong
move as long as the quality of education isn't compromised for quantity," said Matt Peterson, a junior
mechanical engineering student.

JENNIHORNEA

ATTENTIVE EARS: Freshmen engineering students sit through one oftheir many challengingcourses. Inthe
comingyears, engineering students wilt start to outnumber all other majors.
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Let'em know what you really think!
For up-to-the minute ACC scores,
stats, and more, visit GoCarolinas.com.
It's the ACC coverage you're looking for.
Check it out today!
www.GoCarolinas.com
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dents."
Dunbar stated that the purposes
FROM PAGE 1
of his candidacy are the issues that
need attention and his devotion is
"Parking is a concern of stu- in the motivation to campaign.
dents, and not necessarily the prox- Dunbar is interested in low profile
imity of the parking lots, but the issues getting attention.
"The Career Center needs
insured safety going to and from
improvement,"
Dunbar
said.
the lots," Northcutt said.
Northcutt believes that there are "Students have experienced frustramore glaring problems that need to tion and confusion with the Career
be dealt with like increased fund- Center. Students spend four to five
ing for the library. Northcutt years earning a degree, so they
believes the key to this is student should feel confident in the Career
Center's ability
government
to assist in findsending lobbying a job."
ists
to
Dunbar
Columbia.
"My platform has issues
plans to insti"This would that will benefit all
tute
"Roving
be a good start
Office Hours" if
since it is an students."
VINCE NORTHCUTT
elected
election year,"
student body president candidate President. This
Northcutt said.
would
allow
"Clemson has =^^^==
students
to
10,000 registered South Carolina voters voice opinions and complaints
enrolled, and the lobbyists would once a week to Dunbar at designatmake the voices of the students ed locations.
"1 plan to sit in front of the loggia
known to the state government."
Northcutt also expressed dis- before the run-off elections so stupleasure with the perception of dents will be able to get a feel for my
Sigma Nu and student government ideas," Dunbar said, "and also to lisstated by some students that called ten to student concerns."
Purpose and passion motivate
the Clemson Cable Network on
Dunbar, but his Clemson experiMarch 3.
"Student Government program- ence is why he feels he should be
ming on CCN was an idea of former elected.
"I've been blessed with the
President Ted Swann, a Sigma Nu,"
Northcutt said. "My platform has opportunity to be involved with difissues that will benefit all stu- ferent aspects of Clemson," Dunbar

VOTE

MARCH

Elliot Southard was last with 6.8
percent.
Story's most important issue is
the modification of the existing
calandar.
"The rearranging of the Holiday
dates will take time," said Story.
"Changing the graduation date will
be a top priority."
Story is very excited about the

said. "I have a deep sense of obligation to give something back because
every student should have a wonderful experience at Clemson."
Craig Story was elected Vice
President by receiving 52.4 percent
of the votes cast.
Will Schramme finished second
with 27.4 percent. Drew Collins
was third with 12.5 percent, and

6.199

upcoming academic year and
that the goal of student go\
ment is to empower the studen
"I think this is a landmark )
Story said. "The students ele
efficient leaders that will bette tr
University and give the stu
government more power."
Run-off elections will be hell
Tuesday, March 10.

It's time for a change,
Featuring Havoline Formula! Motor

The Oil Change Specialists

Full Service Oil
Change Special.
654-LUBE (5823)
978 Tiger Blvd.
Hours: M-F 8-5:30 • Sat 8-12

Considering Grad School?

Start making educated
decisions now!
One of the South s most respected liberal arts colleges,
the College of Charleston offers accredited graduate-level
programs through its graduate school, the University of
Charleston, S.C.
Spend just a few minutes strolling the beautiful and
historic downtown campus, and chatting with our graduate
students, and you'll find that we offer excellent programs in an
unsurpassed ambience.
Affordable tuition...inviting surroundings...exceptional
programs and professors...all combine to create an atmosphere of learning and personal growth.
Graduate Programs include:
• Marine Biology

• Accountancy

Credit
Problems?

• Bilingual Legal Interpreting • Mathematics

Greenville Teeh9s
Summer Transient
Program
is the answer.

• Early Childhood Education • Science & Math Education
for Teachers

• Elementary Education
• English

• Public Administration

• Environmental Studies

"• Special Education

• History

'

/ >

The University of
Charleston, S. C. is the
graduate school ofthe
historic College of

South Carotin*
TV Groimtt School at the CotUrc of Ckmicston

Need to make up a class or
just want to get ahead?
Wish you could find
V
a way to beat high
tuition? Last
year over 700
students from
nearly 100
institutions
earned credits that transferred back to their own
colleges and universities
at Greenville Tech's very
reasonable rates.

Charleston, established
in ! 770 and offers
master s level program)

to approximately 2,000
graduate students.

To receive a
catalog of
information,
call or write:

The Graduate School Office
Suite 310, Randolph Hall
University of Charleston, SC
Charleston, SC 29424
(803)953-5614

GREENVILLE TECH
College That WorkJ

We offer flexible options for
your busy summer
/
schedule. College on

S TV is a great way to
earn credits by
taking a telecourse, which
you view on
videocassette
or local cable
television. We
also offer five-week and sixweek compressed courses
through College Online and
Weekend College.
For a summer transient
packet, call 250-8111 or
toll-free in SC 1-800-922-1183.
Summer classes begin May 18.

http://www.cofc/~gradsch/GRAD.htm
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The news: it's not a matter of whether you like it or not
Ji was recentl) broughi to m\
concerning a certain incident that
did in laet occur,therefore no longer
attention thai a certain amount
considered alleged, on this campus.
irit) needs to be expressed
to the population ol this fine uni
This individual tried very hard to
express the laet
versity. Mind you,
that lie did not
this is not din
agree with the
«t\l at .ill oi you
Brandon Smith
but wait,
i out there, just one
it's news, ya
i or two people that
news editor
know, fact not
i have a problem
opinion.
i me and m\
I department, that
Webster's dictionary defines
< being the news
news as: 1. information ol public
1 stall ol the paper,
recieved a message on my interest, especially as published. 2.
t machine the other Jay from an recent information. In m\ opinion
nonvinous student. He was far that was the most news worthy
rom nappy with the lead story last story that 1 have seen since, well I
eek. That story would he the one don't know when. As far as 1 know

it is my job, along with the rest of
t he stal I up here, to report the news,
and the things that we feel are
important to get across to the population of this school. I figured that it
would be important that the student body should know about this
sexual offender.
This caller tried to tell me that in
laei the article written was an editorial and not a newsworthy story.
Once again, Webster's defines editorial as a periadical's commentary
on public issues. This was in no way
an editorial, it was full of facts,
statements and quotes from police
and other authorities.
What I am wondering is how in
laet a student of this University can

question the reasoning behind
placing this article on the front
Eage of the paper. I often ponder
ow in fact I am supposed to voice
my concern for trie safety and
decency of this school without
using an outright opinion. We can
do this though — through the careful selection of articles that we have
at our control.
If in fact I was wrong for allowing the student's name to be placed
in the article then I wonder how I
am supposed to do justice to the
school by which I am employed. 1
learned that to report the news was
to report all that we know and not
to hold back. There is just one
exception, don't take sides. I

promise you this, not one bit ol
opinion was used in the writing of
last week's piece.
I guess my real problem is that il I
can't report the news then why do
we have a paper? We are the media of
this institution, and are the only
news most people read. So if you have
an issue with us, don't take offense,
we are here for you. Voice your opinion in a fashion to which we can
respond. We are here to inform and
educate the students, not to point fingers at students as an act of disgrace
or tarnish their social standing.
Brandon Smith is a junior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

COMMENTARY

COMMENTARY

XJ.S. must not ease up on Hussein Harcombe in need of improvement
How far should America go when intervening with the policies and actions of
other nations? Do we have the right to
^)lay "policeman" to the misfits of our world?
These questions have been part of the
focus on Iraq and Saddam Hussein's weapons
onflict with the United Nations. President
linton and the United States have been
nder scrutiny by the UN and many
merican citizens for their aggression
owards Iraq and the plans for an attack on
he nation. As was to be expected, many U.S.
itizens voiced their anti-war opinion, stating
that it was the not the responsibility of the
U.S. to police the world.
• However, intervention
with Iraq is not only a
wise decision, it is crucial
:o the safety of our nation.
OTget about policing the
r
orld. The United States
eeds to stop Hussein for
t,he salety of our people.
Like many that oppose conflict with Iraq,
I am not a big fan of warfare and I agree that
the United States should focus on its own
internal conflicts. However, the situation
with Hussein and his production of weapons
of mass destruction is a serious threat to the
well being of our nation.
• Weapons of mass destruction. Those
words should instantly sum up in the minds
of all Americans the severity of this matter.
Someone of Hussein's mental state and some*ne that has the-past history for massive
I murder that he possesses does not have the
I right to own any such weapon, and the investigation of all of his weapons factories is not
•nly justified but necessary.
The reason that the U.S. has so much to
ose from Iraq's possession of these weapons
is the fact that we aren't too high up the
I Tan ks on Saddam's buddy list. We did some
i

major landscape alterations in his backyard a
few years ago, and I would say that given the
chance, he would go for a little payback. Now,
if he had the firepower and was willing to
use it, whom do you think he would test the
goods on? Britain? Russia? Waste them on little Kuwait? I doubt it.
Now wait, you say, Hussein would be foolish to stage an all out war on the U.S. One
attack from him, and we would wipe him
out. Well, not necessarily. I'm talking about
terrorism. I'm sure Saddam could rest peacefully if he were able to sneak a nuke or some
deadly gas into a major U.S. city and deploy
it. That's ridiculous, you say.
Are you sure? Willing to
take the risk?
We need to crush
Saddam and we need to do
it now. No, I don't want
Americans to die in a war
with Iraq, but if these same
Americans are ensuring the
safety of millions in the future, then I think it
is worth the sacrifice. We can sit back and try
to solve this peacefully, and hope for the best.
We can sit back and fool ourselves into
believing that this man wouldn't try to kill
millions if we ease up on him. Hey, that's the
policy that was taken with Hitler, right?!
Let's look at the big picture. Forget all the
little details and the inspection policies.
Concentrate on the worst possible outcome
and do whatever it takes to prevent it. With
these weapons, Hussein is capable of anything. I don't want to see our troops die in a
war, but then again, I especially don't want to
turn on the news and see millions wiped off
the map at the push of a button.
Phillip Caston is a freshman majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Picture it: a sunny afternoon, light
breeze, and I'm hungry. I go to
Harcombe, thinking about a big, green
salad. I'm thinking succulent tomatoes and
broccoli, sprinkled with mushrooms, cheese
and croutons. This was to be the epitome of
salads, embodying the crispy goodness of
clean, wholesome rabbit food.
To say the least, the salad bar didn't live
up to my expectations. I found a few yellow
chunks of lettuce floating in tepid water, no
cheese and no ranch dressing. The croutons
were so old they were soft. And as if I
weren't already offended enough by that,
the broccoli was brown.
That's right, brown. In
short, I ended up with a
grilled cheese sandwich
and a smattering of fries
approximately the consistency of igneous rock, a
far cry from the salad of
my dreams.
Have you ever noticed that no one ever
really wants to go to Harcombe? Does it
seem that rather than energizing you, the
food there drains your life's blood and sends
you hobbling, doubled over in pain, to the
bathroom?
There's a good reason for that: Harcombe
is terrible. The food is low quality, the lines
are the long and the workers act as though
asking for some cheese were a personal
affront.
For me, a meal plan is the only economically viable option. I'm just a poor college
student who can't afford Burger King every
day. Incoming freshmen have to take their
business there, by University policy. For
others, it's simply the most convenient place
to go, since most of us don't have time to go
to the grocery store regularly and we don't
have the kitchens in which to cook. Many

of us have little or no choice but to eat at
Harcombe.
I can't speak for Schilletter or Clemson
House, since I haven't been there all year, but
every time I go to Harcombe, I feel like I'm
taking my life into my hands. Is it fair that
the only place I can go serves food that is
often inedible and never satisfying? I pay as
much at Harcombe per meal as I do at a
restaurant, so why can't I have green leafy
vegetables that are actually green and leafy?
I know I'm not the only one who feels
cheated by Harcombe. I know of rebels who
have opted for a life of Ramen noodles in
their rooms rather than set
foot into that place again.
If we hate Harcombe, why
aren't we doing anything
about it?
The comment cards at
the door are one of our
only weapons. They only
take a minute to fill out
and slide into the box. Maybe if we all let
them know that their sub-par performance
has not gone unnoticed, something will be
done about it.
If that doesn't work, there's always the
Student Senate. The chair of the University
Services Committee is Craig Story, our
newly elected Vice President. May I suggest
you all let him "hear your story" about campus dining? I for one am planning on it, and
the title of my story is "Daily life at
Harcombe: To Hell and Beyond."
And if all else fails, we could always oust
the tyrants in the hair nets and set up a
commune inside Harcombe, with liberty,
justice, and juicy green salads for all.
Bridget Scott is a sophomore majoringin
psychology. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

{LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
1 "Minor" status not an
. Issue in Gambrell
:case •
Obviously Matthew Gambrell
action's weren't responsible or honorable to say the least. However, I
detest that he's facing criminal
charges for consensual sex with a
post-pubecent only four years his
junior. Aren't we carrying the term
ieexual misconduct" a bit far here?
Many will say, "But the girl was
a minor." Well, "minor" is a legal
term describing someone under an
arbitrarily-set age with no regards
1 to their individual nature or char>| acter. Many on this campus are
I considered "minors" because they
,j "ant legally drink alcohol, but
J when you look ar it that way, the
i term is meaningless in the real
I world. The same goes for this case.
I * Making this into a criminal case
i is ridiculous, but if it has to come
i to this, then I have an idea. If 14j ^ear-olds can be found competent
i to stand trial as adults in court.
l then this 15-year-old whom
J Gambrell allegedly had sex with
i sjiould be treated similarly. That
I is: her maturity should be objec-

I

tively measured as 14-year-old
criminal defendants are and used
to see if this case should go to trial.
If we can judge under-18s to have
adult responsibilities, then they
should be judged to enjoy adult
rights as well.
It's only fair.
Brent Allison
financial management

Sexual misconduct
story poorly placed
I would like to express concern
with the "Student arrested for sexual misconduct" headline in the
Friday, February 27 issue of The
Tiger. While 1 certainly agree that
this is a serious story that Clemson
students deserve to hear about in
our newspaper, I believe that the
way the story was presented was
in poor taste for one main reason.
While I have questions about the
decision to include the student's
home address and hometown, the
main problem I have with this article is one of the image of the university.
The Tiger must realize that
recruiters for graduates are all over
this campus at this time of year. I

had a 9am interview on Friday,
February 27 in the Career Center,
and was greeted at the door by a
large stack of newspapers with
bold-faced, easily visible "Student
arrested for sexual misconduct"
emblazoned across the front.
Should this be the news that greets
recruiters as they enter our interview area? I am not disputing the
fact that this story should receive
extensive coverage, but The Tiger
should consider placing this story
elsewhere in the issue so as to
attract the attention of students
and'staff, but not of recruiters who
could leave with a seriously tarnished image of Clemson
University.
Matthew S. Hills
economics

No fan-bashing here
Last week my letter appeared in
the Tiger, in what some peopled
inferred as a fan-bashing manner. I
in no way intended to offend any
true fans. I neglected to specifically
point out that the actions were
only a part of the whole. I enjoy the
fact that 99% of Clemson fans are
nothing but the finest people and

fans. But I will not stand idly by
and watch ignorance and bigotry
perpetuated under the guise that
it's only a game. There is no excusable reason for hatred and racism,
and some things are more impor-

tant than if Clemson makes the
tournament (which I'm praying
they do). If the shoe fit's, wear it;
but don't come to the games.
Ronald W. Smith
wildlife biology
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University professor investigates tornado destruction
► Research indicates that
mobile homes are not safe
from wind.
DANIEL PRESNELL

staff writer
Dr. Peter Sparks, Clemson
professor of civil engineering
and engineering mechanics,
cites poor practices in connection with recent tornado deaths
and devastation.
Sparks is a national wind
expert who has done significant
research on wind damage to
structures. His most extensive
research is in the field of mobile
homes, where Spark's findings
have led to improvements in the
manufacturing of mobile homes.
"One of the greatest problems

is that people often believe damage to be caused by the wind, but
the winds are at relatively low
speeds. The damage is due to the
poor construction rather than
wind speed," said Sparks.
The main problem with
mobile homes, according to
Sparks, is the design. Double
wide mobile homes are more stable than the single wide design.
Sparks suggest that the inherently unstable design of the single
wide mobile home requires a
permanent concrete foundation
to prevent the home from rolling
over.
Another problem Sparks cites
is that there are national regulations for construction, but installation is regulated by county
officials whose rules are insuffi-

cient.
"It is not good to have a strong
mobile home if it is not securely
attached to the ground," Sparks
said.
Clemson has the nation's
only wind-load test facility for
the study of wind on low-rise
structures such as mobile homes.
Studies performed at the facility
have helped to increase the stability of homes in building and
design.
In the wake of the on-coming
tornado season, Sparks suggest
that habitants of mobile homes
obtain radios that issue national
weather service warnings.
These radios are equipped
with a siren that is triggered
when serious weather warnings
are issued.

CHRIS WES/

HUFF AND PUFF: Giganticfans allow researchers to determine the influence of
wind on certain structures.
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JOBS AVAILABLE
NEXT FALL!
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Great resume builder. Good pay.
Managing Editor

Classified Ad/Office Manager

The managing editor is responsible for the
weekly operations o( the newspaper, including
the duties of designing the pages, monitoring
production days to ensure that work is
completed in a timely way, placing ads for each
ssue, and enforcing obedience to style
guidelines for the newspaper.

The classified ad/office manager is responsible
for working with the business operations
manager to ensure supplies are well-stocked.
Further, this jierson is responsible for the
Campus Bulletin (classified) section and any
duties necessary for its layout and billing.

News Editor

The copy editors are responsible for reading
and correcting all copy using the stylebook of
the Associated Press as a primary source book.

Copy Editor (2)
The news editor is responsible for gathering
news, recruiting a staff of news writers, and
reporting on events of relevance
and interest to the University
body.

Sports Editor
The sports editor is responsible for covering
University spoils as efficiently as possible in
an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers,

Time Out Editor
The Timc-Out editor is responsible for covering
entertainment events on campus with an
emphasis on on-campus productions. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build
a staff of qualified writers.

Editorial Editor
The editorial editor is responsible for writing
the lead edit on a subject chosen bj the editorial
hoard of /'//<■ Tiger which reflects the majority
opinion, regardless o\' his/her own opinion.

Circulation Manager
The circulation manager is responsible lor
determining the best circulation route,
delivering the issues, mailing out subscriptions
and keeping an accurate record ol subscribers.

Photo Editor/Head Photographer
The photo editor/ head photographer is
responsible lor filling photo requests for all of
the section editors and maintaining the photo
office, photo closet and the darkroom. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff
o\' qualified photographers.

Art Director
The art director is responsible for filling art and
infographic requests for all the section editors,
including the editorial cartoon for each week's
paper. In addition, he or she is obligated to
build a staff oi artists and assign appropriate
members to fill requests.

Layout & Design Coordinator (3)
The layout and design coordinator shall be
responsible for designing and physically laying
out on the computer all publications o\ The
Tiger according to the style sel bj the managing
editor and editor in chief.

Web Editor
flic web editor shall be responsible for the
setup and maintenance '.^ Tin- Tiger's new web
page on the Internet to be introduced this fall.

For more information call 656-2150. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by today at 4:30 p.m. to be
eligible to run. Interviews will be on March 8 & 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Kmplovment and
training begins March 22. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at
least one sample of your writing.

Senate considers
scholarship fund
► The Indigo girls have
been scheduled to play in
the comingmonths.
OTIS TAYLOR

circulation manager
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upon next Monda)
Student Senate concluded the
meeting by holding senate office
elections Senators were nominated
by fellow senators as candidates.
The oft ices voted upon were president, president pro-tempoe, secre-

ind clerk

'

United States Congressman
1 indsay Graham was scheduled to
address the Student Senators, but
canceled due to an important meeting in Columbia. Senate President
Rowland Alston noted the cancellation in his report and stated
another visit may be scheduled.
The Senate proceeded with committee reports to start the meeting
and closed with senate office elections for the next school year.
The
Academic
Affairs
Committee reported discussion
with Bill Kilgore, University
finance director, about an optional
space for unrestricted scholarships
being placed on tuition forms. The
money would be used toward the
Student Government Endowment
Scholarship fund. To gain interest,
the fund must have at least $10,000
invested. A survey from student
government will be mailed to parents to estimate the amount of possible donations.
The cost to add of the optional
space would have to offset by a reasonable amount of donated money.
Also discussed was the possibility
of using the money, if five dollars or
less, left by graduated seniors on
Tiger Stripe accounts. Kilgore said
the money amounts to about
$2,000 a year and the cost of sending reinbursments to graduated
seniors would outweigh the $2,000.
Kilgore will talk to the auditor
about student government obtaining the money to put towards the
scholarship fund.
The ESA Committee will send
out an accessibility survey directed
to handicap students. The survey
will question what areas of the^
campus need to become more
accessible. A proposal for more cigarette bins to be placed around
campus is being structured.
The General Affairs Committee
reported that a tentative date for the
Indigo Girls concert has been set,
but before tickets are available, the
date has to approved by Student
Senate and the University to ensure
no conflicts.
The Traffic and Parking
Committee reported that the construction of the James Martin Inn,
which will be connected to the
Madren Center, is set for July. The
floors of the Clemson House that
served as rooms for guests will
serve as housing for students.
The
University Relations
Committee announced the results
of the reaching out report.
Approximately 145 students were
polled and were asked three questions. 80.3 percent of students
asked if Fike needed improvements
said yes and 19.7 percent said no. A
sample of suggestions of improvement given by students is a new
basketball floor, better gym equipment and longer pool hours. To the
suggestion of an indoor track by
student government, 91.9 percent
said yes. The students' opinion in
favor of Redfern's adequacy
received a low 37.8 percent, with 49
percent believing Redfern to be
inadequate. 13.3 percent of students
polled said they had never been to
Redfern.
After committee reports, the
Senate tended to old business. The
Senate passed a bill by acclamation
to establish the Student Senate
Chairperson of the Finance and
Procedures Committee'as a permanent member of the Executive
Finance Committee. A second bill
concerning the Student Parking
Review Board was sent to committee and will be discussed and voted

Under student government
guidelines, candidates are given
seven minutes to speak followed by
a question and answer period. After
the candidates for the respective
positions spoke, the senate entertained a pro/con session on each
person and then voted by ballot. To
be elected; a candidate must have a
fifty-plus-one majority to win. The
election chair announced the winners.
The winners are Kendra Worley
for president and Parker Smith for
president pro-tempore, who was
nominated during roll call. The secretary for next year will be Meghan
Graves and the clerk will be Ben
Leinster. Bill Kilgore will address
the Student Senators at the next
meeting scheduled for March 9, at
7:30 pm in the Student Senate
Chambers.

ADAM THMUSTphuto rdit.

Greg Buckner was recognized Sunday afternoon during the halftime in Littlejohnjor his contributions
to the basketball team. This season willbringan end to Buckner's basketball career at Clemson.

SEE CLEMSON IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT...
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First Summer Session
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Second Summer Session
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Summer School Director • Office of Undergraduate Studies
Clemson University » 101 Slice* Hall « Box 345105 • Clemson, SC 29634-5105 • Telephone (864) 656-3942
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Finally,
you won't mind
being carded.
Now ivA#v yon KJ0 yow' \lU*romrd/,
JWA\L savt

buy at tlwM places.

It's everywhere you want to be!
) 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc.

Save 10%

on tires
or service
I at any Firestone Tire & Service Center.
I
|
I
*

Use your Visa" card and save 10% on the regular retail price of automotive
service or any Firestone or Bridgestone tires (including performance or
pickup/ SUV. radials) at your nearest Firestone Tire & Service Center or
participating Affiliated Dealer. To redeem this special offer, mention code.
PI 00 #24813 for service and code: PI 00 #24805 for tires. Offer valid
1/1/98-6/30/98.
| Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility
I of participating Firestone Tire & Service Centers. Offer valid January 1,1998,
through June 30,1998 Good only for tires or service indicated at com
pany owned Firestone Tire S Service Centers and participating Affiliated
Dealers. Not valid with any other offer and cannot be
used to reduce outstanding debt. Any other use constitutes fraud Void where.prohibited. taxed, or restricted
by law. Valid only when you use your Visa card and pre
sent this certificate. Applicable taxes must be paid by
bearer. Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash value 1/100
cent. Visa Rewards is a service
^mmm
3aiDC£Miaa€ mafko,visaln,ernal'ona, $ervice
VI
Association.
Tir««ton« ©1998VisaU.SAInc.

^ €|lf Q 9!** on anY purchase
UflVu Cm
of $10 or more.
Use your Visa" card and save $2 on any purchase of $10 or more at any
participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory location. Enjoy the
intense flavor and generous portions of our nutty clusters, chewy
caramels, exotic truffles, and crisp butter-toffees. Choose from among
a variety of gift baskets and boxed chocolates, perfect for any occasion.
For the participating store nearest you, call 1 -800-344-9630 (8:00 A.M. S:00 P.M. MST). To redeem this special offer, present this certificate to the
cashier at time of purchase. Offer valid 1 /1 /98 - 6/30/98.
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory locations. Offer
valid January 1,1998, through June 30,1998. Any other use constitutes
fraud. Void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when
you use your Visa card. Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer. Only
redeemable in the US Cash value 1/100 cent. Visa
Rewards is a service mark of Visa International
Service Association. © 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc.

Save 15%

on any purchase
at Fashion Bug.

Check it out! Fashion Bug now has a new junior shop in most
stores. Come in and save 15% on the coolest junior sportswear
when you pay with your Visa* card. Fashion Bug has over 1,100
stores nationwide, so check your local white pages for the store
nearest you. To redeem this special offer, present this certificate at
time of purchase. Offer valid 1 /I /98 - 6/30/98.
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the
responsibility of participating Fashion Bug locations. Offer valid
January 1,1998, through June 30,1998. Good only for purchase of
products indicated. Valid on regularly priced items only. Any other
use constitutes fraud. Cannot be combined with any other offer or
used as payment on your Fashion Bug charge. Offer excludes prior
purchases, layaways, and gift certificates. Void where prohibited,
taxed, or restricted by law. Valid only when you use your Visa card.
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the
U.S. Cash value 1 /100 cent. Visa Rewards is a service mark of Visa
International Service Association. © 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc.
Cashier Key #: 775042005
__

FASHION BUG.

Save 15%

on any
purchase
of $75 or more at American Eagle Outfitters.

I
I
I

Use your Visa" card and save 15% on any purchase of $75 or more at any one I
of the more than 330 American Eagle Outfitters stores nationwide. Get great |
deals on fashions from our new collection To redeem this special offer, present this certificate to the cashier at time of purchase. Offer valid
1/1/98-6/30/98.
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility
of participating American Eagle Outfitters locations. Offer valid January 1,
1998. through June 30,1998. This certificate may not be used in conduction
with any other certificate, discount, and /or special in-store offer(s).
Certificate is not valid towards previously purchased merchandise, "Buy-oneget-one-free" promotions, layaway, purchase of merchandise certificate, or
redline merchandise Any other use constitutes fraud Void where prohibited.
taxed, or restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa card and
present this certificate Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer Only
redeemable m the US Cash value 1 /100 cent Visa Rewards is a service mark
of Visa International Service Association. © 1998 Visa USA Inc
Authorization Code #: 25
*M»
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one ol the most extensive and convenient universit) ecosystem labo
ratories in the United States," said
Knight
( ox,
Clemson
rimental Forest research specialist and forester
The Forest is a living laboratory
that filers hands-on experien
the nature scene
"Students can put their hands
around trees and see what a twelveinch diameter treeora fifty-foot tall
tree looks like," said Perry. Soil science students can run their hands
through different soil samples and
not only see but feel their difference.
Entomology students Van pick
up bugs and caterpillars to see
what they're eating. The forest is a
real world workshop."
Student use ol the lorest is not
limited to science students, though.
Architectural design students are
currently building a meditation
place at the Treaty Oak area of the
lorest
This is where Andrew Pickens
and others signed the country's first
peace treaty with the Cherokee
Nation. The students are creating a
resting spot overlooking Lake
Hartwell.
The Clemson Experimental
Forest is also used for long-term
research projects. More than 12.000
acres have been devoted to longterm research on management
alternatives to balance natural,
commercial and recreational uses
of the forests of South Carolina.
The project is a large scale experiment to evaluate the long-term
effects that management practices
have when applied to large forest
areas.
Research will compare the benefits and problems of short, medium and long term management
systems.
Research in this area includes
protecting wildlife habitats and
evaluating timber production techniques. A goal of this project is to
create diversity in the forest to provide a more desirable medium in
which to conduct teaching and
research
programs
of
the
University.
"We hope to provide diversity by
encouraging regeneration," said
Perry.
The forest is host to various
types of wildlife. The S.C.
Department of Natural Resources
has listed the Experimental Forest
in a state wide wildlife viewing
guide because of the abundance
and diversity in the protected area.
Visitors to the forest have seen bald
eagles, otters, beavers, gray foxes, red
foxes, great horned owls, coyotes
and even a black bear.
Recently an interesting discovery was made in the forest. A nesting colony of great blue herons was
discovered.
These nests are commonly
found in the coastal region of the
state. Mary Bunch, a wildlife biologist for the S.C. Department of
Natural Resources, comments that
"this is the most inland nesting site
in the state for the blue heron."
Bunch speculates that the herons
have established a colony in the
Experimental Forest because ol the
protected feeding and nesting sites
that it provides.
Though education is the primary goal, the Clemson Experimental
Forest also offers a great place for
recreation. More than 50 miles of
trails wind through the forest for
hikers, bikers and horseback riders
to enjoy.
Maps of these trails are currently being developed and will hopefully be available through the
Experimental Forest office by next
semester.
The Clemson Experimental
Forest wears many hats. It is an
educator, a participant in research,
refuge and a companion.
The discoveries made and
research done there are valuable to
everyone. It is an asset to our
University, our community and our
state.

New funding system challenges schools
ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBIA - Although South
Carolina's new system to luud public colleges based on their performance was carefully thought out, it
appears there may yet be a tew bugs
to work out.
South ( arolina Mate University
is waiting to see how many
employees will lose their jobs as the
historically black, four-year school
struggles to balance its budget.
While school President Leroy
Davis promised the number ol
positions would be fewer than 55,
he refused to say how many
employees could be cut. Some jobs
may be vacant already and others
may be phased out, he said
The school's proposal has gone

to the slate Budget and Control
Hoard whk h will approve the plan
within a month.
The public will be told of the
detailed job losses after employees
are notilied, Davis said.
The cuts are a direct result of the
state's shift to performance-based
funding, he said
However,
state
Higher
Education Commissioner Dalton
Floyd said, "Everything seems to be
just fine."
Floyd said some changes were
made to the 14 success indicators
used to start the performancebased funding phase-in this past
Next year the number of indicators evaluated will jump to 22 some of those also have undergone
changes - and by the year 2000, all

37 indicators handed down by the
I egislature In lcW6 will be implemented.
While some praise the idea of
giving public colleges money based
on performance instead of enrollment, South Carolina State's Davis
said he has some concerns.
His school has been more selective in searching for incoming students with Scholastic Assessment
Test scores higher than 1,000. That
has meant a drop of 260 students
from a year ago, Davis said.
In the Upstate, Clemson
University received high marks for
efforts to recruit the best and
brightest.
"We have just been in an ongoing
mode of trying to improve the quality ol our class," admissions director
Michael Heintze said. "We were on

this path long before the performance indicators."
Last fall,'the average SAT score
for Clemson freshmen was 1,140 up
from 1,128 the previous year.
South Carolina State has had
trouble recruiting students with
high SAT scores.
Davis said it's bad enough South
Carolina has the lowest average SAT
score in the country -953 last year but black students' average score is
even worse: 822.
Then, when the school tries to
recruit out-of-state students with
high SAT scores, it gets penalized
for having too few in-state students,
Davis said.
"The institutions themselves are
having to make some decisions,"
Floyd said. "There may have to be
some revisions."

NETWORK EVENT THEATER® PRESENTS
NETWORK
EVENT
THEATER®

A FREE SCREENING FOLLOWED BY Q & A WITH CAST MEMBERS
LIVE FROM UCLA VIA SATELLITE ON TUESDAY, MARCH 10

BROUGHT
TO YOU BY
kevin bacon • matt Milan • neve campbell
They're dying

TABASCO\^s\BRAND/.Vy
3SSs«
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
@ Tillman
Auditorium
9 PM Tuesday
March 10th

to piay
with you.

FREE ADMISSION*
INFO?:
call 656-2034
* Passes available
at the Union
Information Desk
Passes required. Seating is
limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.

Presented in association
with University Union
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Kissinga Fool testsgood old romance Hollywood harmony
KEVIN CHALK

KISSING A FOOL

staff writer

■ Company: Universal Pictures
Whatever happened to the ■ Rated: R
good old simple romantic comedy? ■ Review: 0$0 0$0 0$0
Some recent attempts have successfully skewed the typical formula
(most notably, Kevin Smith's hilarious Chasing Amy), but a straight-up Avital), the two hit it off and end up
likable romantic comedy is a rare engaged only weeks later. Now
find these days and the new movie Max, already uncomfortable with
Kissing A Fool is a perfect example the relationship, devises a test to see
if Sam will think about sleeping
of what they have now become.
Here we are introduced to Max with another man with Jay as the
Abbott
(played
by
David bait.
Do you see what I'm talking
Schwimmer), a well-known sports-,
caster for the Chicago area and a about? Now, I have accepted the
well-liked and frequently loved idea of a fiancee asking a friend to
man among the young female cheat on him. I'm cool like that.
crowd. He's the last person you'd Plus, there are some good old-fashthink would commit himself to a ioned moments in Kissing A Fool
that follow the romantic comedy
single woman, but
formula and there are some amuswhen his friend
ing off-the-wall moments that folJay (Chasing
low the new hip style of romance.
Amy's
But for every agreeable aspect in
Jason Lee)
the film, Kissing A Fool makes
sets him
some foolish mistakes.
up with
Take for instance the whole
a smart
premise, which wouldn't actually
d
be that bad if it weren't displayed
attracin such an awkward manner. We
t i v e
learn the details from Sam's boss
publish(Bonnie Hunt), but the flashback
er named
method of storytelling is of no use
Samantha
here; and in fact, it only makes mat(Mili
ters worse. Instead of finding the
right note and riding on it for a
while, the flow is interrupted and chopped
up so we can't enjoy
BIG SCREEN
FRIENDS: David
Schwimmer stars
in Kissing a Fool,
a romantic comedy that closely
resembles a sitcom.

the stuff, even if it was totally
enjoyable. Also, the film begins at
someone's wedding, and we won't
see whose until the end, but any
reasonable viewer should be able to
put the pieces together very quickly. Did they take us for fools?
I'm no fool, because I can recognize more missteps in the movie. I
wouldn't have such a hard time taking in all of the predicaments if
everything about the movie didn't
feel so much like a sitcom. For
example, the pretty, but shallow
characters seem created just for the
little game, the findings and reactions are obviously forced, and the
events are frantically paced for fast
laughs. I think there were very few
moments when I felt like these people and their mishaps were real and,
therefore, I couldn't really get into
the story all that much.
Now don't get me wrong, the
talented actors and actresses stuck
in the middle of this wrongly presented romance do their best.
Schwimmer has the dead-pan
womanizing guy down pat, Avital
is a fresh face I wouldn't mind seeing again (even though she's given
very few shining moments here),
and Lee is just fine in a sidekick role
a lot like his Chasing Amy character. They do have some funny
moments, too, with the best taking
place earlier on in the movie.
The three-way triangle has been
and will always be favorite grounds
for a romantic comedy (like last
summer's hilarious My Best Friend's
Wedding). However, if it isn't handled properly, the film just won't
convey the appropriate feelings. As
in the case of Kissing A Fool, the
brightly-faced stars do they best
they can and sometimes they do get
some good results, but they just
seem to be stuck in this film's foolish games.

Been to the
movies lately?
Many of the
hottest shows
are accompanied by even
hotter soundtracks, Titanic
and The Wedding Singer are two
great examples. Lately, the
movies that have been toppling
box office sales have soundtracks that practically sell the
movie. Movies and music go
hand-in-hand these days.
Movie-inspired music
seemed to really have become
en vogue in the '80s, with
Madonna's soundtracks accompanying her movies like
Desperately Seeking Susan,
Who's That Girl, Dick Tracey,
and recently, Evitfl. Prince also
made millions singing for and
starring in his acting debut in
Purple Rain.
Now, movies that lack a good
soundtrack, also lack a crucial
element in the music setting the
tone for the movie. While the
recent movie Titanic astounded
movie moguls, the soundtrack
stood on its own two feet quite
well. For all of you romantics
out there who witnessed
Titanic, could you imagine it
sailing solo without those passionate tunes?
If there was ever a perfect
soundtrack for a movie, this one
would be it. The music did not
just enhance the movie, it made
it. The soundtrack's music set
the emotion of the characters
encountering the massive
Titanic for the first time, the
spry youthfulness of its two
leading stars, the drama of the

ship's swipe
with the iceberg
down to the
final stages of
its bobbing
afloat, and captured like nothing else the
immense love between the main
characters. Without the soundtrack, the emotions would certainly not have been so incredibly intense.
Completely opposite in tone,
The Wedding Singer's soundtrack encompassed the sounds
of the '80s like no other movie
has to this date. All of the '80s
songs that we remember most
were featured in this movie.
Could the '80s be complete
without the Culture Club, The
Smith's, The Cure and The
Police? The music made this
comedy go from humorous to
over the top. After seeing this
movie, the thing I remember
most was the music.(Besides the
oh-so-cute Adam Sandier).
Music and movies have been
two of America's favorite past
times as of late, and while these
two genres have been combined
before, the two have become
dependent on one another for
the total movie experience in
the '90s. Next time you are at
the movies, take note of the
sounds that go with it. Chances
are, the tunes that you'll hear
will melt into the harmonizing
sounds of Hollywood, and set
the tone for the genre that you're
craving.
Tara Wenner is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.

PLAYBOY
COMING
TO YOUR
WORLD
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COLLEGE

PROGMItl

is coming to

Cleimon
Attention female student body! Ever fantasized about being pictured in the number one
men's magazine in the world? Mows your chance to turn fantasy into reality. Representatives from PLAYBOY magazine are coming to Clemson to interview and photograph female
students for its fait 199S pictorial, "The Women of the Atlantic Coast Conference." Thousands
of coeds have tried out tor PLAYBOY since it began its college conference pictorials 21
years ago. Many have gone on to become PLAYBOY Playmates models and actresses.
Even more have become doctors, lawyers, scientists, professors, business and government
professionals, wives and morns. Who knows what the future holds for you? Of course, you
could always dig out your issue and relive your glory days.
To arrange for an interview, candidates should send a recent full-figure photo in a two-piece swimsuit
(or less) plus a hcad-and-shoulders shot to Playboy's home office in Chicago. Polaroids, snapshots or
slides are OK. Candidates should also supply the following information:
1: Year In School 2l Count* of Study 3: Sports/Activities
4: QVtV «f Birth

WHEN: March 30,1998 • 6:oo pm
WHERE: Bracket! Hall, Room 120
The Walt Disney College Program is about
friends, experiences and opportunities
you'll discover as you live, learn and
earn in our world.

STOP BY AND DISCOVER A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNITIES AT DISNEY.

5: Height, Welsh* * Measurement*

Candidates must be at least 18 years old and registered as a full-or pail-time student at a ACC university.
Cleat copies of identificalfon-one verifying enrollment in school and a photo ID that shows date of birthmust be included. All photos become property of Playboy and cannot be returned.

Interviews at CLEMSON UNIVERSITY will be held on
MONDAY, MARCH 23 AND TUESDAY, MARCH 24.
Playboy will contact candidates to provide the location where the Playboy Photo Team will hold interviews

Send submissions to: Playboy Magazine, Women of the ACC
<$80 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois <50r>ll
312-751-8000, X 2802
e-mail: phototffiplayboy.com
C 1998 PLAYBOY
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► DctvidS< hwimmerfaces
commitment in Kissinga Fool.
Review, page 4

Tony Tidwell returns to the roots of rock and roll
DANIEL PRESNELL

stall w i iter

What's at the heart ol rock and
roll? It's hard to even answer that
question in a world ol top 40 modern
rock radio and the gloss of MTV.
Upon listening to the radio nowadays, one cannot help but wonder if
any of these bands have heard real
rock and roll. Music such as Keith
Richard's opening riffs on "Rocks
Off," from the Rolling Stones album.
Exile on Main St. In our musical culture, we tend to forget the past, the
real roots ol our music. From his
early days in the Belladonnas, to his
present group, Tony Tidwell and the
Scalded Dogs, Tidwell has been committed to roots of rock and roll and
refuses to let them be forgotten.
Tidwell, a veteran of the Clemson
scene, starting out playing in his
southern
rock
outfit.
the
Belladonnas, then moving to the old

punk and ska stylings ol ["he Push
and now finds himsell comfortably
in place with the Scalded Dogs. The
band consists of Tony Tidwell on
guitar and vocals, drummer Chris
Ellenburg, bassist Mikey Dwyer.guitarist Glen Cannon and the addition
of Mike Bagwell on pedal steel.
Their sound draws from all styles,
blues, country and soul, to early
punk and ska. While acknowleding
the sounds of the past, Tony Tidwell
and the Scalded Dogs continously
build their own sound, combining
elements of all styles. Tidwell's first
encounter with music, was listening
to his mother's old forty-fives from
the '50s. From there, music from people such as Graham Parker, the
Rolling Stones, the Jam and the
Replacments have filled his speakers.
Throughout the past five or six
years, the group has consistently
played in Clemson, Athens and
Greenville, churning out true rock

and roll and leaving audiences mystified. Tidwell and the boys are set to
release their second CD, Out of the
Way. "The new album has more of a
'60s Atlantic soul feel to it. It's a lot
poppier, but its still got tinges of
blues and country," Tidwell said in a
recent interview. The sound is clearly
evident in recent live performances
by the band, where they debuted
songs off the new album, such as
'•Tremble and Retreat", "To be True"
and "Roll Back the Line."
The new album, Out of the Way,
consists of ten or more songs, each
displaying a tenderness and fervor.
Tidwell attributes the sound of the
new album, to the band's maturing
as artists. "The band has really developed and we've gained more of an
identity," said Tidwell.
The growth that Tidwell speaks
of ranges from many things. The
A BREED APART: Tony Tidwell and the Scalded Dog drawfrom all
album features more of a studio
styles of music including blues, country, soul, punk and ska to proSEE DOGS, PAGE 3 duce a unique sound.

BABY BLUES
Teen sensationjonny Lang smoked Tillman
RICHARD PLATC

staff writer

MMMBOP: Hanson brother look-alikeJonny Lang rises above his
appearance with powerful blues rifts.

Jonny Lang, the 16-year-old blues sensation,
hit Clemson's Tilman auditorium this past
Tuesday. The show started at 7:30 p.m., but the
crowd was ready to rock by 7 p.m. The opening
band did a tremendous job exciting the crowd
and building the anticipation for Jonny Lang to
take the stage.
When 1 first saw Jonny my initial thought
was that the oldest Hanson brother had gone solo.
The grungy blond hair, skinny arms, and the
incessant screams of all of the young girls from
around the auditorium just about confirmed my
belief, in which case, I would have left immediately.
I'm glad I stayed put. As soon as I heard his
voice, I knew he was definitely not one of them.
His voice is probably the prototype of what a
blues singer's voice should be, deep, powerful and
filled with sorrow. Aside from the obvious fact
that he can sing the blues, this kid can play the
guitar like nobody's business. He showcased his
mastery of the guitar often by breaking off into
solos and challenging his lead guitarist to an onstage battle of the chords. His presence on stage is
that of a twenty-year veteran, filled with poise,
enthusiasm and confidence. He interacted with
the crowd well and often. Lang also gave due credit to his band members by attributing each song
to its respective writer.
As the show went on, his energy only seemed
to increase. He played such classics as "Good
Morning Little School Girl" and "A Quitter Never
Wins." He ended the show with his hit single, "Lie
to Me" off of his debut album, "LIE TO ME." The
crowd went ballistic. The three teen-age girls in
front of me, and 1 think the guys behind me, kept
yelling, "Jonny! We love you" and "Jonny! Take off
your shirt." Anyway, the show ended with a
standing ovation, and Jonny Lang left the stage
with the crowd chanting "Encore!! E ncore!!"
Jonny Lang did make his inevitable encore
performance and left the crowd with a memorable love ballad that capped off an unforgettable
show. I don't know what sorrows inspire this
young and talented musician to write an sing the
blues, but whatever it is, I'm glad he has it.

Royal rumble review
sparks interaction
ANDREA

M.

DEGAETANI

staff writer
During the Clemson Shakespeare Festival VII, the actors
.of Shenandoah Shakespeare Express (SSE) presented an
unconventional and colorful style of entertainment through
their performances. This was true of all the SSE plays, but
their production of Richard 111 was definitely one that should
not have been missed.
SSE brought Richard III to the Brooks Center stage last
Thursday, as one of the three plays in their festival line-up.
Despite this lengthy production, it was highly enjoyable. Like
all of their productions, Richard 111 was performed with the
lights on in order to simulate the actual theater settings of
Shakespeare's time. SSE prides themselves in sticking to the
original aspects of Renaissance theater, which actually
seemed to bother some people. What most people probably
didn't realize is that they were experiencing what it would
have been like at an actual Shakespeare production.
In Richard 111, the only things on stage were a line of chairs
along the back, the actors, audience members seated on the
left and right corners and an upright, centered edifice representative of the throne. All of these combined presented an
atmosphere unfamiliar to most theater patrons, because not
only did one actor play up to five different roles, but all of the
actors changed in and out of their characters right there on
stage. This might or might not have been an effective method,
but in comparison to the SSE production of Measure for
Measure, this concept was much more organized and much
less distracting in Richard III.
Audience interaction was also more effective in Richard
III, because of Richard's characterization. Throughout the
play, there are numerous instances in which Richard directly
addresses the audience with soliloquy. Having audience
members on the stage reflected how it most likely was to be
an audience member during the Renaissance and, in addition, allowed SSE's Richard to go right up to them as if they
were actually part of the play.
In addition, SSE brought an even bigger twist, not only to
traditional theater, but to the plays list of characters as well.
The company cast a woman as Richard and a man as
Margaret. For some reason Margaret's character did not seem
to bother audience members as much as Richard's. After the
play, a patron was heard saying "I still don't understand why
a woman played Richard. What does that prove other than a
waste of time?" On the contrary, a woman playing Richard
should not have bothered anyone at all, for if you were really
into the play, you forgot that it wasn't a man and followed the
brilliance of his character and the acting behind it.
Last Friday night SSE brought the house down with a performance of Measure for Measure. I had the distinct honor to
sit, watch and listen to a performance of William
Shakespeare's Measure for Measure performed by the
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express. As I scanned the Brooke's
Theatre I noticed chairs had been set up on stage for audience
SEE
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What'sHappemng

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE

-

CALENDAR FREE,
CAIL 6S6-0986

THURSDAY, MARCH 12

FRIDAY, MARCH 6

• People Who Must at
Tiger Town Tavern. 10
p.m.
• Sam Bush instore
appearance at Horizon
Records. 5:30 p.m. Call
864-235-7922 for more
info.
• Wild Men From
Borneo at the Esso Club

• A Midsummer
Night's Dream at
Greenville Little Theatre.
Playing until March 13.
For more info, call 864233-6238.
• Lippnikies at the
Esso Club
• Centerline at McP's
• Chronic at
Backstreets.

■\

FRIDAY, MARCH 13

SATURDAY, MARCH 7
• Centerline at McP's
TUESDAY, MARCH 10
• Wildthings showing
at on campus theatre. 9
p.m. After the screening,
there will also be a talkback to the stars live. For
more info, contact the YTheatre on campus.
• C.U. Symphonic
Band at the Brooks
Center. 8 p.m. FREE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11
• Wednesday Acoustic
Night Shoot Out at Tiger
Town Tavern. 10:30 p.m.
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London $242
Madrid $226

• Rich at Henni's in
Greenville. Opening for
Josh Joplin Band. Call
864-370-1090 for more
info
• The Goodies at
McP's.
SATURDAY, MARCH 14
• The Goodies at
McP's. 10:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
• Edge wood at McP's.
10:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 21
• Edgewood at Mc P's.
10:30 p.m.

BACK TO BASHING: Albert Hill returns with their energetic sound - lookforthem at Flashbacks on March 27.

TUESDAY, MARCH 24

THURSDAY, MARCH 26

TUESDAY, MARCH 31

• To Kill A
Mockingbird at the
Brooks Center. For more
info, call the Brooks
Center at 656-7787.

• Uncle Mingo at
Backstreets.
• Dayroom at the Esso
Club.
• Selma Raid at TD's.

• Moscow Chamber
Orchestra at the Brooks
Center. For more info, call
the Brooks Center at
656-7787.

SUMMER SESSION
June 23 - August 16, 1998

Undergrade ♦ Graduate Students
♦ Fulfill a general education requirement
♦ Accelerate progress towards your degree or minor
♦ Over 200 classes offered in more than 50 departments

Rome $262

Courses in: Physics, Economics, Chemistry, Engineering, Biology, Music, Computer Science, History, Art, Classics, Athletics, Accounting, Psychology, Political Sci-

Paris $232

ence, Anthropology, and Communication. Spend a summer in sunny CA.
For a FREE catalogue, send your:
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(TEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
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Stanford Summer Session
Building 590, Room 103
Stanford, CA 94305-3005
(650) 723-3109
(650)7254248 Fax
Email: summer.scssion(«.stanford.edu
Web: www.stanford.edu/summer.session

Name
Address
City, ST.
ZIP
OM3S

Circle:

Lndergrad

Grad

Tell mom most of what
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT
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Dark City drowns in confusion
Have you ever had deja vu
w here you are thrown into an ii
plicable situation with a haunting
enem) on your heels that you just
cannot shake, no matter how Fast
you run? I know 1 have, and when I
up [ wa-, thankful to have
been pulled away From such a disordered nightmare.
In the new science fiction/horror thriller Dark ( ity, Australian
director Alex Proyas ( rhe Crow I
paints a similar picture, which
leaves both the hero and the audience close to drowning in the contusion.
The movie begins with Dr.
Daniel Schreber (Kilter Sutherland)
explaining his present situatii
race of ghoulish creatures called
the strangers are dying off, and are
seeking a wax to further their existence. In search for their cure, they
happen upon Earth and force Dr.
Schreber into helping them experiment on humans. Their powers
include an exercise called "tuning,"
which enables them to alter physical reality. At the stroke of midnight each night, the Strangers use
their power to stop time, causing

FROM PAGE

1

members who were already occupying these seats. The stage itself
lay naked of any props except for
three scarlet banners standing in
the background. There was a festival atmosphere in the theatre
encouraging audience members to
feel at ease to express their pleasure
or contempt with the character's
performance.
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In ( ount) lech and the Duet with
k n ilerGoree, "Stride for St rule

everything to shut down, including
humans Everything goes as
planned until a man named John
Murdoch (Rufus Sewell) wakes up
m the middle oi one o! the experi
ments, to discover he has no mi
ry and somehow has the ghouls'
abilit) to 'tune" This makes him a
danger to the ra< e because he could
easil) upset their testing, which mi
tiatesa fife-threatening manhunt.
The summation should serve as
a firm base to begin with. II you
haw seen the previews, you sawhow creepy and stylish the movie
looks, but you never got a sense of
what the movie was actually about,
right? This certainly helps build
intrigue, but for the first 15 minutes
of the film, Proyas shoves a massive
amount of information down our
throats before we even have time to
swallow. Hopefully the summary
will help pre-educate you on the
film's complex story and enable you
to enjoy it.

Once you grasp the plot, il is a
pleasure to sit back and witness
Proyas'gift for creating an extremely eerie tone through dark, murky
settings and the frightful race of
beings that look like Uncle Fester's
anorexic clones. There is a
child in the race they call Mr. Sleep,
who speaks in a scratchy voice
through vampire-sharp teeth, that
is particularly spook)'.
The rein.ukable special effects
compliment Proyas' tone for the
most part but aie not used to their
lull potential until the film's finale
Buildings rise up from nowhere
and change in appearance, while
certain characters' telepathic powers are visible by rippling waves
protruding I rom their foreheads.
With all of these visual goodies,
it seems like bad acting could be
swept under the carpet. The visuals
are enough to overshadow the poor
acting, but it is hard to ignore the
vacant expressions that plague the
faces of the main characters when
they should have been emotional.
To be kind, let's just say there are no
stand-outs in this one.
Alex Proyas succeeds in creating
another world, where we can enjoy
viewing his elaborate sets and
unusual beings.

sound. Recorded by guitarist-engineer, Glen Cannon, at his studio m
Easley, the album displays crisper
production with over-dubs and differnet kinds of production work.
Tidwell describes the harmonies of
drummer Chris Ellenburg and
Cannon, as "adding another dimen
sion" to the album. Also echoing
out of the tracks on Out of the Way
are the pedal steel sounds of Mike
Bagwell, who has played with
Aaron Tippin and several local
country cover bands. Bagwell's
I i. iy i ng elevates the songs to another level, reminiscent of Sneaky Pete
Klienlow from the Flying Burrito
Bros..
Tidwell describes the title track
as "a coming of age type song. It's a
song about a time when I was in
fourth grade and my girlfriend had
broken up with me and my
swingset was broken, and I realized
that there was a big fat world out
there."
"By the Moon" has a Celtic feel
which Tidwell says is due to being
"written under a heavy dose of the
pogues." Other highlights are the
soulful "Tremble and Retreat"
which Tidwell said was written
while pulling weeds at his old job at

"It's kind of a Dylan-ish love
song. Jenifer completely came up
with the melody. The thing 1
about it is when 1 sang it by myself,
it was a one point of view story, but
with Jenifer, it comes across as to
different people's point of view,"
said Tidwell. The album features
artwork from local artist, Joe
Thompson, who is also Jenifer
Goree's husband.
Tidwell describes his music as a
fun hobby, which he feels compelled to do, whether it be in front
of an audience or on the back porch
with his acoustic guitar.
"If 1 made a million bucks, that'd
be great, but if I didn't make two
cents, I'd still love it," said Tidwell.
For those of you who have never
experienced Tidwell live, you must.
It is the perfect mix of gritty guitars, twang and soul. Seeing their
live performance is like watching a
band rocking away in their garage,
but then there comes a point in the
show, when you begin to realize
that these boys are damn good. A
real rock and roll epiphany takes
place.
The CD is in the final stages of
production and Tidwell expects the
record to be out in a few months.
Until then, you can catch them at
Tiger Town Tavern in early April:

As I drank thoroughly of the
atmosphere, a man stepped onto
the stage, in normal everyday dress,
and stated to the audience that the
SSE tried to emulate the Globe
Theatre's surroundings down to the
entrances and exits of the actors.
The actors would not be performing in lavish Shakespearean costume, there would be very little
prop usage, an intermission would
not be taken and the lights in the
theatre would remain on. This
allowed for the audience to not be

distracted by frivolous points but
focus on the poetic verse of William
Shakespeare.
I admired the poise of these
actors as they allowed their words
and actions to dance in the audience minds. There was no excuse
given for the difficulty of
Shakespeare's language either the
audience grasped the concept
being conveyed or they did not. SSE
did not attempt to mask
Shakespeare in a facade of '90s
"lingo" so that it might be easily

understood. Instead great pains
were taken, as were alluded to
before, to let the language speak for
itself. This concept worked because
this was one of the first times I had
ever heard Shakespeare's refined
language so easily digested by most
audience members.
The actors who played the roles
of the Duke, Constable Elbow,
Lucio, Pompey and Mistress
Overdone were superb. They used
their comical characters to keep the
serious action of the plot moving

along with comical quips. These
characters did their absolute best to
bring the audience in on the fun.
Who will ever forget Pompey taking a seat in the audience in order to
shout out encouragement to
Isabella when she was faced with
the hypocritical Angelo. Or
Constable Elbow, in full military
style rolling to the forefront of the
stage for his grand appearance.
Thanks to these characters, the theatre patrons left their sides sore
from laughing so hard.
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ents fit any surroundings which
can contain its high-energy overdrives. Their lingo and track topics
are as funky as their drive to show
off this seriously-hypnotizing
astro-boogie collage of turntables.
Basically, if you don't like at least a
bit of their musically transcendental variety, you have problems.
As expected, their story is one of
hope, sensitivity, and personal triumph. The group is led by Special J
and J Guevera who take care of lead
vocals, as well as the band's guru
and solace - AJ Stumpy Johnson
who's managerial tactics involve
hurling a mad, dizzying array of
insults and profanity at the band
believing this will drive the members into a frenzy of excellence,
making him more money.
As far as the rest of the group
goes, Eddie Eyeball rules the
basstronics, Andy Action is a
drum-happy musical demigod, A.
Mays brainwashes you with guitar
goodies until your head spins and
the Spice brings forth his charming
personality to improve the band's
overall appearance in order to
make them at least somewhat presentable.
As far as the quality of the
record, the whole CD is awesome
with maybe one song not measuring up to the supremacy of the rest.
"Pluto," "Ball point man," "In the
clutches of the diabolical Sgt.
Stilletto" and "718" float atop as the
prime cuts though. "Pluto" leads off
the record nobly with an unreal
backbeat that demands some form
of movement on the audience's
behalf.
"In the clutches of the diabolical
Sgt.Stilletto" sends out a dark, mysterious pulsation in the background that carries a really tight,
antic musical drift. Altogether,
every one of the songs bring something different and manage to
stand out individually making the
record worth listening to in its
entirety.
2 Skinee J's convincingly routed
the hometown of Brooklyn with
their style and are sure to impress
anywhere else because few do it
better and they fit into almost any
scene.

A couple of their tracks are really calm as they bring it down a bit,
but that is where they escape the
one-dimensional mold and in
doing so, succeed in broadening
their audience. Ultimately, 2 Skinee
J's give upbeat hip-hop a totally
new attitude, similar to the one
spun by Fun Lovin' Criminals and
Beastie Boys and are well on their
way to make a big impact in the
music world.
-Drew Franczak

TIME OUT

bands future. "The Big Mistake," by
far the best song on the record, is
Fly's most rhythmically eclectic
offering. The instruments of every
member of Fly are put to use and
the reality that Fly might actually
be a band, rather than a solo act,
begins to settle in.
On "Dastardly Bastard," Johnny

breaks away from his monotonous
voice that endlessly dominates the
record to create a catchy, pulsating
tune where guitar riffs and drum
beats take over the background.
The title track, "Before She Blows,"
demonstrates the musical range of
Fly that lasts for over thirteen minutes. It is far too long but nonethe-

less worthy of a listen due to the
variety of sounds employed by the
band. In regard to all the other
songs, it seems as if Fly just ran out
of ideas when they were putting
this album together. After a couple
of minutes into the CD, I ran out of
patience.

It's time for a change.
Featuring Havoline Formula! Motor Oil.

\MS\TUVV\G
Fly

Bombthreat: Before She Blows
RCA

The Oil Change Specialists

ffeffe
Bombthreat: Before She Blows is
the debut album from the Los
Angeles- based band Fly, and also
the first release from record label
Kneeling Elephant, a division of
RCA records. One member of Fly
says of his band's music, "Whatever
comes out of us playing... is Fly." I
don't think so.
Fly has got some work ahead of
them if they want to live up to their
name. At times, I thought I was
only listening to one continuous
song when it turned out that that
one song spanned from track six
through track eleven. The only distinguishing characteristic between
the songs turned out to be their
names.
On these six tracks, faint guitars
are heard in the background as the
vocalist, who goes by the sole name
of Johnny, drowns you out with his
repetitive, uninsightful lyrics.
These songs are sure to solve any
problems for those insomniacs out
there.
Only a few songs on Bombthreat:
Before She Blows successfully manage to show some potential for the

Full Service Oil
Change Special.
654-LUBE (5823)
978 Tiger Blvd.
Hours: M-F 8-5:30 • Sat 8-12

fe^> SAVE $2.00

AMSMKUXHO.

*—Off Regular Low Price of $21.95

The Oil Change Specialists

Our service includes a thorough 14-point
preventative maintenance check and features
Havoline Formula1® Motor Oil and Filters.

Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex
Not Valid With Any Other Otter

rJudge Keller's Store
A favorite for 99 years!
Champion
T-shirts &
Sweats
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New
Spring
Arrivals!

Woolrich Men's
& Women's
Sportswear

367 College Ave. 6S4-6446
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All with
fries,
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& coleslaw
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2 Fish 8 Shrimp

#2

2 Fish 1 Chicken 4 Shrimp

T-SHIRT
WITH PURCHASE OF

#9 2 Fish Clams 4 Shrimp
#4

-Brian Ruggiero

2 Fish 3 Chicken
expires 3/27/98

We also give students a 10%
discount when you show your
Student I.D.
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HOROSCOPE
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct. 22)
You seem to have a problem
confusing reality with fantasy. For
example, as you lie in bed hitting
the snooze button for 2 hours pretending that your first class has
been canceled, your teacher is
actually giving a pop quiz and
wondering where in the world you
are. This week, try to be less concerned with what you want to be
happening in your life and more
concerned with what actually is
happening.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
(rot big plans for Spring Break?
No? I'm not surprised. Lately
you've been rather unmotivated
when ir comes to having fun. Not
thai there's anything wrong with
that. I just hope you enjoy sitting
around eating ice cream and
watching Days of Our lives while
all your friends are in Mexico getting sloppy.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Feeling burnt out? Don't know
if you can make it that one measly
week until Spring Break starts?
Just go ahead and leave! When you
get back, tell your professors you
thought the break started early. II
you act clueless enough, they
might believe you. And if you're
actually considering this, you just
may be stupid enough to pull it off.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19)
I' riday the 13th is looking to be
a horrible day for you. In tact, it
would probably be a good idea to
stay in bed for the entire day to prevent any accidents from happening. You wouldn't want to get hit
by a truck, fall down the stairs, get
food poisoning, fail a test or anything like that.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Lately you've been feeling like
you're on an emotional roller
coastei
Happy one minute,

depressed the next. If it doesn't go
away soon, maybe it's time for you
to visit the loving and helpful
Redfern psychiatrists. I'm sure
they would be happy to prescribe
for you a wealth ol drugs that will
have you feeling pleasantly numb
in no time.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
It may be time loryoutoe.vim
ine the quality of your relationship
with your significant other. For
example, when's the last time you
did something with him/her that
didn't involve sex? Is that really all
you think that you have to offer? If
so, maybe you should drop out of
school and consider a career in
prostitution.
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
It seems that you've been having a hard time getting things
rolling the past few weeks. Just
when you think things are work
ing out, plans fall through and
you're left out in the cold Maybe
you should take a step back and
nine things for a while Al ter a
lew daysol skipping classes, you'll

be .is good as new.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)
Having a hard time deciding
what to do for Spring Break?
Cruising the boulevard in Myrtle
Reach may seem appealing at first
glance, but I assure you it's not all
it's cracked up to be. How about
spending some quality time with
your parents? Al ter a week ol playing cards and doing chores ma) be
you'll learn to appreciate being at
college.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
You have been a bit confused
lately as to an important decision
in your life. At times like this, it
often helps to take a look at people
with problems worse than your
own. Try a daily dose of Jerry
Springer. You not only get to see
people more dysfunctional than
you are. you also get to sec them
beating the crap out ol ea( h ol her
Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
I lave you been bothered latch
by someone's unwanted affections? I Insure ol how to let them

down easily? Try sending them
something meaningful to let them
know how you feel. A little note, an
email, ora rotted heel heart maybe
just what you're looking for to get
the message a<
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Remember fun? It's that thing
you used to haw before you started
doing all that important stuff that
keeps you so busy now. This week,
try to set aside one day to just go
crazy. You'll probably also need to
set aside a few days alter that to
recover. Alter that. Spring Break
will be here and you can finally
get back to work.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Sometimes it's difficult to
decide just what's important in life
Where your priorities are can
influence the way you live your life
m a big way I lere'sa hint toget you
started playing video games with
your roommate is never more
important than finishing that
term paper that counts for nail ol
your final grade
-stars read by Q.T. Itaro
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Pure
Feverish
Mammoth Records

9999
Pure heats up the current rock
scene with their latest offering,
Feverish. Today, just about every
popular rock band sounds the
same, offering little musical variety.
If there is any justice, then expeet
Pure to separate themselves from
the contemporary blend ol untalented musicians who have weakened the alternative genre.
Feverish strikes hot on the very
first track, letting up on only a couple of misguided songs. Pure's
vocalist, Jordy Birch, shows great
vocal range as his voice scratches
on the highly energetic track,
"Chocolate Bar," or softens for the
pointless melody, "Track 10," where
irritating nature sounds dominate
the background. It is Pure's biggest
mistake on Feverish. The distraction does not last long as Pure
immediately gets back on track
with the following ballad, "Track
11."
What makes Feverish a very
good album is the foursome's inclusion of humor into their songs. Pure
creates songs out of inane lyrics
and catchy beats. The most entertaining song on the record is

WSBF
pick

week

King Supa/Borehole
split CD
•'# #*# •*# #4r *3t
This month's WSBF pick of the
month features two punk bands
representing opposite coasts that
bridge the country with similar
sounds.
Borehole resides in
Portland, Oregon, while King Supa
is from Columbia, and features
two Clemson students.
Borehole builds up a dense
sound through its multilayered
guitar and bass tracks held together by solid drumming. Vocalist
Lenny does his best to tear down
the whole mix with blood curdling screams that leave the listener begging for mercy. Borehole
avoids becoming a one-dimensional punk band by adding complex parts and savvy instrumental
time changes that steer the sound
through their' labyrinth of
destruction.
Borehole's lyrics range from
emotional pleading to dismal outlooks of what they must consider
to be the gray world around them.
Songs such as "Rook" and "Stale"
convey their musical complexity
and lyrical outlook by combining
interesting musical backdrops for

"Sunshine and Happy I lour. Its
subject was inspired by an i
! conversation between I lighl
attendants joking about how their
next meal was probably going to
come from cocktail snacks.
"Surfboard and My Hog" deals with
a trio travelling from Vancouver,
the band's hometown, to Mexico
with only their surfboards
Pure turns these jokes into
«I songs
lord)' Birch says ol his bands
latest project, "It's about contrast
You want to jump into the hot pool,
and then the freezing snow. It
makes you feel more alive." 1 couldn't have said it better.
-Brian Ruggiero
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1 BunnyqruntJen-F/
2Kinq SupaF@#$!ing Go
3V/AC/emson Area Music
4Modest MouseLonesome Crowded West
5MopedHorrible Truth About Moped

6CurveCome Clean
7VlbMyOhioActionPalBqyGoldGod300
8June of '44Four Great Points
9\J-bPhysical Fatness
Hotel/n The Aeroplane Over The Sea
10Neutral I

&re gou Jfit Jfor d&opaltp? |
Then you may be eligible
|J|
as a candidate for this
year's TIGER GRAS'
King or Queen. The
crowning ceremony will be
held during the closing
festivities of TIGER

GRAS....

2 Skinee J's
2Skinee]'s
Capricorn Records

While you're waiting for that
cymbal-playing monkey to finally
adopt some new rhythm or even
better, for that oh-so-often phenomena to occur when something
really original comes out of the
music industry, 2 Skinee J's step up
to spearhead a new look for p-funk,
hip-hop to show you who's your
daddy. Not only does the whole
record glow but its rhythm ingredithe words of sadness.
Known for their live shows in
and around the Columbia area.
King Supa conveys much of that
energy in their half of the disc.
After two self-released recordings
from their basement, studio, Supa
signed with the indie label Lying
at Rack and Manger to create a
more professional sound. King
Supa counters the dense Borehole
sound with a crunchy vibrant
ring that can be heard from the
open riff.
Guitarist Tom Broucksou rips
through each of the band's twenty
songs creating both melodic and
dissonant parts while trading off
the melody with bassist Jeff
Salane. Salane fends off Brouckso's
guitar work with a bass sound that
can only be described as "glarr,"
while drummer Scott Hoffman
moves the sound along with his
rapid-fire beats.
The most interesting part of
King Supa's music is their ability
to pack several coherent parts into
songs that remain, for the most
part, under two minutes. The song
"Rocket Scientist," for instance has
five different parts, while remaining less than thirty seconds. Supa
also throws humor into the mix,
never taking themselves too seriously. The band makes fun of both
themselves and their fans with
bittersweet irony.
The vocal duties, shared by all
members of the band, find
Broucksou's low growl contrasting
against Hoffman's melodic tenor,
while Salane conveys the emotion
of the songs screaming along with
Broucksou and harmonizing with
Hoffman, often in the same song,
making for their own unique
blend of screamy-singy studies in
contrast.
Overall, this is an excellent
release, showcasing the talents of
two of the better punk bands in
the scene today. Check out WSBF's
top ten picks for more music.
-Todd Hoffman
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Each candidate will be asked to
I J^/
designate a charity when
' Jk j Jr
registering for the competition.
i-ii"
Throughout the week monetary
*^*Afl|
Wm
"votes" will be placed into jars
with the candidates' names,
Wp
photos, charities, and affiliation
\jmW^
with student organization. The
V';*
If- < j§
jars will be located in the Union p^Mt^ iff
Btj
Loggia. At the end of the week, Wm£mmmm^M£^^M
the male and female with the
most votes (money) will be
9K/KKaWa»^Ktl^^^^
crowned King and Queen. All
BHHHHHHBHflBHHfl
money collected will then be
^.^ ^ ^ ^ „
UQ)m ^
divided, with one half going to
the King's charity and the other
Pick up an application at the
going to the Queen s.
Union Information Desk

TT^^K 6KA^ yttK: MAKCH f+th - tp\
Brought to you by the Entertainment Committee of the Union Programs & Activities Council (UPAC)
Sponsored by your Student Activity Fee. For more information, call 656-HELP.
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REDFERN

REDFERN

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER

Monday-Friday 7:30AM ■ 5PM Telephone: 656-2233
Top Ten Tips for a Safe Spring Break
10. Alcohol & sun don't mix. Drink non-alcoholic bevarages
while catching those rays.
9. BEWARE: don't leave your drink unattended. Roofies are
everywhere-you can't see or smell them.
8. The cure to a bad hangover is not getting drunk the night
before.
7. Know your car's tolerance: One drink is too much!
6. Don't be an easy target. Lock your car doors & hotel
rooms at all times and carry your keys with you.
5. Beer is not a breakfast food.
4. Don't drink and drown: drinking & swimming don't mix so play it smart and stay out of the water
if alcohol is involved.
3. Be receptive to contraceptives!
2. When sunbathing-turn every 30 minutes to avoid burning.
1. Enjoy yourself! Have a fun and safe Spring Break. Caution and good times can work together.
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Mysterious brown substance fells on cars
CHA RLESTON, W V Meterologists and other officials
had few answers as to what a mysterious brown residue to appeared
on vehicles across western West
Virginia.
"I saw it, and I've never seen anything like it. It looked like brown
dirt, but it washed right off," said
Paul Knell, owner of K O Car Wash
in Scott Depot.
The residue appeared to fall randomly early Friday morning. One
car wash detail shop owner, George
Dolan of South Charleston, said he
did not see the residue but saw long
unusually long lines at self-service
car washes.
Air quality regulators are testing
the substance. An ecologist told
WOWK-TV in Charleston and
Huntington that the substance is
an alkaline, which is salt-based and
can damage an automobile's paint
job. Meteorologists reported that
the air flow prior to Friday morning's rain was traveling from southern West Virginia in a northwest
direction toward Huntington.

HONG KONG POLICE WARN
TWO ACTIVISTS OVER NAKED
ANTI-FUR PROTEST
HONG KONG - Hong Kong
police detained two animal rights
activists who demonstrated in the
nude Saturday outside a shopping
mall to protest a fur clothing fair in
the territory.
The two women, U.S. citizen
Karla Waples and Canadian citizen
Toni Vernelli, daubed their bodies
with leopard-like black spots and
shouted "Only animals should
wear fur" for several minutes before
police threw dark-gray blankets
over them and dragged them away.
In a statement faxed earlier to
the media, the two women said they
belong In to People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals, a U.S.-based
animal rights group.
A police spokesman, speaking
on customary condition of
anonymity, said they were
detained for a short time because
"they blocked the way." He said
they were given a warning and
released.
The protest was part of the
group's "Rather Go Naked than

Wear Fur" campaign. The group
says its members have stripped for
the protection of animals in Tokyo,
Paris, Milan, New York, London and
Moscow.
SEVEN-YEAR-OLD CALLED AS
JUROR WILL NOT SHIRK DUTY
MORRISTOWN, NJ - In a county where 75 percent of people summoned for jury duty ask to be
excused, jury manager Tricia Nikiel
says finding a willing juror like
Emily Farber is unusual.
Too bad Emily is 11 years too
young to legally be a juror. But the
7-year-old, who received a summons in the mail three weeks ago to
serve as a juror in Morris County,
will get a chance to go through the
process.
While she won't officially be in
the jury pool, Assignment Judge
Reginald Stanton has decided to let
Emily go through the jury selection
process as a learning experience.
"Her mother called and asked if she
could," Nikiel said.
For a child to get a summons is
not unusual: The jury manager
sends summonses to 60,000 residents a year - about 3,000 of whom
turn out to be underage.
Potential jurors are drawn from
a number of sources, including
voter registration and driver's
license data.
Some sources, such as income
tax records, don't specify age. Emily,
who has filed a tax return 'because
of investment income in her name,
was tapped by the county through
such records.
According to Nikiel, Emily will
be the first youngster to go through
the motions.
She'll get a badge identifying her
as a prospective juror and she'll
watch the selection process in a
courtroom.
Emily could not be reached by
The Associated Press for comment,
but said in published reports that
she was excited about it.
"I get to decide who's guilty or
something," the Center Grove
School student told The StarLedger of Newark for Friday's editions.
Emily, otherwise known as juror
No. 033Y016735, plans to wear her

NOVELNEWS
Troop 493 Brownie uniform to the
courthouse. Her mother Rhonda
plans to accompany her.
Emily plans to report to the

Morris County Courthouse in
Morristown at 8:30 a.m. sharp
Wednesday.
Nikiel said she hopes people will
learn from Emily's behavior. "I
think she sets a good example,"
Nikiel said. "She didn't expect the

'

publicity, she just wanted to see
how the system works."
And Nikiel is curious to see
what happens when Emily can
really be a juror.
"Hopefully she'll be as willing at
18," she said.
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Student Alumni Council's

Alumni
Master
Teacher
NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE
PROFESSOR!!!
The Student Alumni Council encourages each
student to nominate a teacher worthy of being
recognized as a Master Teacher. Nominations must
be received by Friday, March 13,1998.
You may pick up a nomination form from the
Alumni Center located on the hill just below the
Clemson House, or you can e-mail your favorite
professor's name, department, and comments to
mgalber@clemson.edu by Friday, March 13,1998.
Thank you for your help in selecting the 1998
Alumni Master Teacher.
PLEASE PICK UP YOUR NOMINATION
FORM TODAY!!

•
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Tiger Gras kickoflf featuring free popcorn &- cotton candy as well as
carnival games and music in the Loggia. Additionally, there will be
Magic performances and a magic short course offered. The contest for
Tiger Gras King and Queen officially begins' register at the Union
. Help Desk to become a candidate.

Dixie Power Trio
Wed, March25
9pm' Union Plaza

The party continues in the Loggia with music, free caricatures, and
a free analysis of your handwriting. Tiger Gras continues WedneS'
day evening at 9PM with a zydeco dance party in the Union plaza
(rain location: Palmetto Ballroom) featuring the music of the Dixie
Power Trio and Cajun cuisine: red beans, rice gumbo, & other
"Naw'lins" treats!

THUr^PAT
Bring your friends and enjoy a day filled with fun
and inflatable games in the Phantom Lot. Then
enjoy a hilarious evening with ventriloquist Dan
Horn in Tillman Auditorium at 7PM.

Don't miss this fun-filled Friday including lunch in the
Loggia followed by a step show. Friday evening Tiger
Gras ends with an all-out bash - Jazz Concert in the
ampitheater at 6PM (rain location: Tillman) - as well as
a Wild Video Dance Party at 9PM (rain location:
Holtzendorf Basement) featuring lights, fog machines, a
giant screen and music to dance the night away - and
the crowning of the Tiger Gras King and Queen.

,<a
Dan Horn

Thurs., March 26
7pm - Tillman

TIGER GRAS is brought to you by the Entertainment Committee of the Union Programs &■ Activities Council (UPAC). Sponsored by the Student Activity Fee.
Watch for more details or call 656-INFO.
'• *
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The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining

► Great Pay
I Flexible Hours
I Only 12 miles
from campus
I No Sundays
) Evenings Only
NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell,
Anderson
287-3215 or
287-3211
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE
BUSINESS STUDENTS. NOW
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
FOR MANAGERS ACROSS VIRGINIA, NORTH AND SOUTH
CAROLINA
FOR
SUMMER
1998. AVERAGE EARNINGS
LAST SUMMER $6,000. CALL
(800)
393-4521
EXT.
1
A.S.A.P.
EARN
S750 S1500/WEEK.
Raise all the money your student group needs by sponsoring
a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little
time needed. There's no obligation, so why not call for information today. Call 1-800-323-8454

x 95.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000. Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
SUMMER ON HILTON HEAD IS.,
SC. Shore Beach Services is
looking for lifeguards for the
summer season call 803-7853494 for information.
HELP WANTED... Men/Women
earn
$375
weekly
processing/assembling Medical
I.D. Cards at home. Immediate
openings,
your
local
area.

Experience unnecessary, will
train. Call Medicard 1-541-3865290 Ext. 118M.
Full and Part-time positions available now. Apply in person at LIGHTNING LUBE. 978 TIGER BLVD.
Hilton Head Island Recreation
Center in sunny Hilton Head
Island seeking summer staff.
Programs include: WSI, lifeguards, day camp director, counselors, interns. Also seeking
director & counselors for our challenge inclusion camp. For more
info call (803) 681-7273 or
email:reccen@hargray.com
or
visit our web page at www.hiltonheadisland.com/reccenter.
SUMMER CAMP! Seeks STAFF
with deep commitment to CHRIST.
Rock Climbing, Riding, Mountain
Biking, Swimming, White Water
Canoeing, Arts Backpacking, High
Ropes
Course,
Tennis,
Cooks...MORE. KAHDAtEA-girls,
CHOSATONAGA-boys,
2500
Morgan Mill Road, Brevard, NC,
28712. (704) 884-6834, kahdalea@citcom.net.
LIFEGUARDS, POOL MANGERS,
SWIM
COACHES,
AND
INSTRUCTORS, SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN NORTH
ATLANTA AREA. CERTIFICATIONS CLASSES AVAILABLE.
CALL SWIMATLANTA,
9927665, EXTENSION #103.
DUDE RANCH IN NC MOUNTAINS:Limited number of summer jobs available. Call 1-800-

651-4510.
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS-EARN
$3000-$6000 & GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE selling yellow page
advertising in your University's
Campus Telephone Directory this
SUMMER.
Excellent
advertising/sales/Public Relations
RESUME BOOSTER. Call College
Directory Publishing: 8004662221 ext 230. Visit our site at
http://www.campusdirectory.com.
WANT A SUMMER JOB IN MARKETING? Campus Directories-a
national publishing co.-seeks students to work as Marketing Rep.
for profitable local publishing business. Gain practical business
experience and earn up to
$15,000. See www. campusdirectories.com for more info.
Architecture student needed
for freelance design, drafting
and model-making. Call 704743-6440.
Chinese (Putonghua) speaker
urgently needed to make data
charts (Microsoft Excel format)
from Chinese language text and

data. Call 704-743-6440.
FLEXIBILITY. Lifeguarding gives
you that all spring and summer
long. Lifeguards, swim instructors,
coaches, managers. Full and Part
Time-N. metro Atl. excellent pay
with bonuses. Relaxed Laid back
Company cert, classes availablecall
770-393-0135.
email;
ALPHAP00LS@A0L.COM.
WANTED. Responsible students
to market/manage Citibank promotions on campus. Make your
own hours. No travel. EArn
$400+/wk. Call 800-932-0528

ext. 117.
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER while
raising money for your student
organization. Earn up to $5.00 per
Visa/MasterCard application. The
1st 50 groups to complete the
fundraiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call for details. 1-80O
932-0528 x 75.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTDiscover how to work in America's
Parks,
Forests
&
Wildlife
Preserves. Competitive wages +
bonuses! Seasonal/year-round.
For information, call: 517-3243111 ext.N53813.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Parttime secretary, afternoon hours,
25 hours per week. Salary negotiable. Computer skills a must.
Send resume to: First Baptist
Church, 397 College Avenue,
Clemson, SC 29631.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE CONDO. 2
bedroom & 2 bath. Will have
new den sets, 3 ceiling fans,
and mirror doors in bedroom.
Comes with washer and dryer.
Aug-May lease. $1,000 per

FORRENT "
month. (864)246-9998.__
SUMMER LEASE UNIVERSITY
RIDGE CONDO. 3 bedroom, 3
bath. New in '97 (carpet, ceiling
fans, and mirror doors in bedrooms)
$1260 per month
(864)246-9998.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE CONDO.
Does your condo look like this?
3 bedroom, 3 bath. New 1997
carpet, mirror closet doors, ceiling fans, bedrooms and dining
table . Furniture two years old.
Condo and carpet'will be professionally cleaned and painted.
Lease May to May $1450 per
month. (864)246-9998.
HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH, CENTRAL
HEAT/AIR $610/MONTH. 6533512.

HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 4 BEDROOMS,
2
BATH,
WASHER/DRYER
$1160/M0NTH. 653-3512.
APTS. FOR RENT. ONE AND TWO
BEDROOMS. CALL 653-7717.
AFTER HOURS 654-3444/8880200/647-2268.
FOR RENT, SUPERB CONDOMINIUM AT UNIVERSITY RIDGE.
AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE. 2 BD,
2 BTH, SLEEPS 4, FULLY FURNISHED WITH WASHER/DRYER.
FIRST FLOOR. SWIMMING POOL.
PLEASE CALL (864) 24&4902.
Riverbank Commons. Clemson. 2
BD/2
BTH
apt.
Furnished.
Microwave/Dishwasher.
Water
included. Pool. Laundry. $585/mo
available August 98. Call Denise:

■.
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OR YEAR AT MODERATE RENTS
IN CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL & SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET & PRIVATE. CALL DON (OLD MAN)
FELDMAN 654-5483.
HOUSE FOR RENT 5BR, 4BA.
WALKING DISTANCE TO CAMPUS.
LOOKING FOR FAMILY OR GRAD
STUDENTS. WILL CONSIDER COLLEGE FEMALES. 901-366-7790.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EVERYDAY
PEOPLE

BATHS, TWO BLOCKS TO CAMPUS. CALL 1-80O578-9222.
Are you pregnant? Would you
consider ADOPTION for a family
who can not have a child of their
own? Call Nancy adoption specialist at 1800-423-8373 about
Amy and Eddie. Confidentiality
Guaranteed!
LOST: Green Abercrombie &
Fitch pullover, warm up jacket,
has blue stripe & zips to mid
chest. $20 REWARD.
French Club Sponsored Event.
Stage adaptation of the play
GUIGNOL'S BAND by Celine (in
French). Adaptation by Ms.
Catherine Sorba. March 11 &12

FORSALE ~~

654-0099.
at 8 pm, Pendelton Playhouse
(214 Mechanic St. Pendleton, SC)
Tickets: $10(adults) $5 (children
under 18), (open seating). Ms.

House. Clemson. 3 BD/2 Bth.
Washer/Dryer. Fenced yard.
Available August 98. $705/mo.
Call Denise: 654-0099.
4 BD, 2 Bth apartment at
Tillman Place. $l,000/mo plus
utilities. Available Aug 98. Call
Ron
864/877-6860,
Don
864/654-7802
or
Will

TRAVEL

864/653-7553.
Grab a roommate! Reserve two
remaining '98-'99 rooms at furnished 4Bdrm-2Bath #233
University Terrace. Tenants:
654-0050; Owner: Greenville
244-7462.
CLEMSON COURT TWO 201
SLOAN STREET LEASING FOR
AUGUST. ALL UNITS OVERLOOK
THE NICEST POOL IN CLEMSON.
MOST UNITS CAN BE SUB
LEASED FOR THE SUMMER!
WALKING DISTANCE TO CAMPUS AND DOWNTOWN. WASHERS/DRYERS, GARAGES, STORAGE. TWO AND THREE BEDROOM UNITS AVAILABLE FOR
GROUPS OF 4&5. A FEW OPENINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS. RENTS VARY WITH INDIVIDUAL OWNERS. CALL MR SIMMONS AT 864-224-0593.
Single Family Home for Rent.
3BRM/1BA
House,
Walking
Distance
to
Campus.
Washer/ Dryer/Dishwasher/ Refrig
erator.
Central
Heat/AC,
$800/month. No Pets, deposit
and references required. Call 6543193 and leave message.
Tillman Place Condo, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, fully furnished,
$980/month. Townhouse, 2
bedrooms,
2
baths,
$495/month. Available August
1998. Call 654-5053.
STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM
APTS, LEASING BY SEMESTER

656-2150it's about writing for the tiger

NEEDED AS MODELS!
Climb the ladder of success
as a Pro Images Model.
ALL SEES-ALL AGES
MEVWOMEN-CIDLDREN
(Age 5 years old & up)

Earn up to S125/hour.
Guaranteed job offers.

Sorba will make a presentation
about Celine before curtain time,
and there will be an informal discussion with the actors after each
performance. For advance ticket
reservations send checks made
payable to the French Club, Prof.
John Bednar, Dept. of Languages,
717 Strode Tower, Clemson
University, Clemson, SC 296341515.
SEIZED CARS from $175.

MISCELLANEOUS
Comfort Inn Conf. Rm.
1305 Tiger Boulevard
Clemson. SC.
• • • •
Tuesday, March 10th.
2 Sessions Only!
4:00pm OR 7:00pm
Under 18 n/parent. No Calls.
APPLY L\ PERSON

PRO IMAGES STUDIOS
National Photography Studios
2 BEDROOMS FOR RENT IN 5
BEDROOM HOUSE. WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. 901-

Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4 WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1800-218-9000 Ext. A-6691.
Winterplace has an 18 to 50
inch snowbase and Special
College Discounts! All day skiing lift ticket only $20.95
Monday through Friday. All day
skiing lift ticket only $36.95
Saturdays,
Sundays
and
Holidays. Come to Winterplace
for the longest skiing day in the
Southeast! Call 800-607-7669
for more information and college
discounts.
YES! There is Jazzercise in
Clemson. If you want a safe,

366-7790.
Townhouse: Seneca. 2 bedroom,
1.5 bath. Washer/dryer. Fireplace.
Available June. $475/month. Call
Denise: 6540099.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. (1998-99
TERM. TWO BEDROOMS, TWO

PERSONALS ~
fun, effective workout call 653FITT for brochure or schedule.
Rechargeable Phone Card. To
receive one sent $1 for
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Doors opened for students at internship fair
► Ovei 50companies
sought prospective
employees at thefain
JULIE SALE

assistant news editor

>hic communication
utal Intern Em]
impanies
ates were recruiting
graphic communications students for internships on
Tuesday, Man
the
Palmetto Room.
In order to graduate a
graphic
communications
major is required to haw two
internships.
Internships "give students
different experiences, and the
first one is required before an)
400 level graphic communications classes," said Dr. Lee Weir
of the graphic communication
department. "They see what
life is really like.'
According to Weir, the students come back from their
internships more mature and
serious about graphic communications.
"They know and become
part of the industry," said Weir.

( ompanies
came
to
Clemson to recruil graphic
communications
stud
tse ( lemson's graphic
communications department
the top three in the
n a 11.
ac<
to

employers benefit from internships because the) get a
chan<
rain potential
employees and keep in touch
with new ideas. Companies
also feel more confident hiring
with

COPAC Inc. currently lias IS
Clemson gradu1
ates w
i n i
them
\ i ewed
LEE WEIR
"Industry
students
;
!k scommunication pn
ints
experif r o in
ence " said Weir.
■ I lallmark wants
last fall."
best and emphasizes
said Tun R
recruiting at Clem
Plate from Chicago "Evei
Graphic communications
ol them was top notch.
I thought it would be students were eager to meet
worthwhile to hire an intern with prospective employers at
for the first time." Rose plans to the fair.
"1 was nervous at first," said
hire one intern and three lulltime positions tor Process Ryan Baker, a junior in graphic
communications who looks
Color Plate.
Through internships, stu- forward to internships for
dents have the opportunity to experience and contacts, "but
be "introduced to the work after the first company it was
force," said Michele Melton of all right."
There were over 100 repreCOPAC Inc. from Spartanburg.
"Clemsons graphic communi- sentatives from companies
cations has lots to offer poten- including Tag & Label, Xerox
Business Services, Hallmark NETWORKING: Denny Bowman and David Sheriff, represenatives of America Greeting
tial employers."
discuss job possibilities with graphics communications students.
According to Melton, Cards and Fuji Photo Film.

"They know and
become part of the
industry"

IENNA HOfWE/

Job outlook
good for
graduates
► Graduates with technology related majors are at a
demand by employers.

CLcmson

ALEX ORTOLANI

Northwestern U

(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, 111. - A
booming job market will greet 1998
graduates interested in technologyrelated fields. A lack of engineering
and computer science majors has
job recruiters scrambling to find
new employees. Current offers for
graduating seniors are as high as
$50,000 including bonuses of 10
percent to 20 percent.
A 40 percent decrease in computer science and engineering
majors during a shift from an
industrial-based economy to one of
service information increased the
demand for technology majors, said
Bill Banis, NU director of career services. Banis said NU is receiving
calls from job recruiters earlier than
ever before.
"If we had more graduates to go
around, this would be a record
breaking year for us" Banis
said.CAS senior Noah Levine, a
computer science major, said that
three out of the four companies
recruiting him were aggressive. He
was called frequently and given
various incentives to join the companies.
Levine chose to work for IBM as
a technological application developer but hopes to move up in the
company.
"The great thing about being in
computer science is that the major
gets you in the door, and then you
have room to advance" Levine said.
The lack of computer science
majors is causing somewhat of a
crisis for businesses desperate for
experienced employees. The
Clinton administration has reported spending $28 million in 1997 to
train new workers, and the
Department of Education said that
although there was a slight increase
in computer science majors, it is not
enough.
Technological recruiter for ITS
Technology Inc., Chad Fengley, said
he looks to hire graduates with job
market experience. "I look for students who have two years or more
of experience." Fengley said.

p LAC E r"~

room/3 Bath
Our property managers will be available at the Union on
TUESDAY, MARCH 10,1998 FROM 9:00 UNTIL ?
to complete leasing for August, 1998.

Don't Miss This Opportunity!
Our Apartments Feature:

Hfip^S^!

•3 Bedroom Duplex Apts w/ Private Bathroom In Each Bdrm
;
•Completely Furnished Living, Dining and Bedrooms
•Full-size Washer & Dryer in each Apartment
•Individual Leases
•24-hour Monitored Electronic Security System
•Planned Social Activities
•Energy Efficient - Total Electric
•On-Site Management & Maintenance Staff
•Reserved Parking Space For Each Resident
•Fully Equipped Kitchen:
98 Clemson Place Circle
Icemaker, Dishwasher, Microwave
Clemson, S.C. 29631
•9-feet Ceilings
•And So Much More!
■

OJEMSONPL*

864-653-9500

•

:
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Swimmers come
close in ACC
► Menfinish sixth and
womenfinish third in
championship competition.
SARAH MOLL

staff writer
The Clemson men's swimming
and diving teams placed sixth last
weekend in the Atlantic Coast
Conference Championships, hosted
by the University of Virginia. The
University of North Carolina won
the championship, and this is the
Tar Heels' sixth consecutive ACC
title.
Although the Tigers did not perform as well as they expected,
many personal records were set.
Freshman Razon Petcu broke a
University of Virginia Aquatic and
Fitness Center pool record and set a
NCAA Division 1 "B" standard qualifying time in the 100-yard freestyle
with a time of 43.82. That time is
also a new Clemson record.
Tiger Mike Pridemore finished
ninth.in the 100-yard freestyle with
a personal best time of 45.47. Sasha
Novozhilov also recorded a personal best time in the 100 with a time
of 47.27. In the 200-yard breaststroke two Tigers posted personal
best times. Dan Hoeller finished
with a time of 2:06.93. Alejandro
Dubreuil followed Hoeller with a
time of 2:07.27.
The 800-yard freestyle relay,
composed of Will York, John
Dunham, Rob Etheridge, and Drew
Gessert, posted a season best time
of 6:47.67.
Tim Collins moved into second
place on Clemson's All-Time Top 10
list with a time of 1:49.03, the season's best in the 200-yard backstroke. Adam Porter moved from
10th to seventh place on the
Clemson All-Time Top 10 with a
time of 1:50.74, also in the backstroke.
The Clemson women's swim
team placed third in the Atlantic
Coast Conference Championship
held at the University of Virginia
on February 19-21.
The University of Virginia captured the ACC title with 818.5
points. This was the Cavaliers' sec-

ond ACC title since 1990. The
University of North Carolina
placed second with 728.50 points.
Clemson scored 574.4 points.
Clemson's only individual
champion was Jennifer Mihalike.
She set a ACC record in the 200meter backstroke with a time of
1:58.77. This time was an all-time
Clemson best as well as an automatic Division 1 "A" qualifying
standard time.
The Lady Tigers posted personal
best times as well as Division 1 "B"
qualifying times this past weekend.
Clemson's 400-meter freestyle
relay team placed second and qualified for the NCAA "B"
Championships with a time of
3:22.45. This was the best time in
Clemson history for this event .
Members of the relay team were
Wendy Henson, Jennifer Mihalik,
Charli Reasons and Kathy Lowry
Wendy Henson also placed sixth in
the 100-meter freestyle with a
NCAA Division 1 "B" qualifying
time of 51.07.
Jennifer Mooney and Lisa Barlett
also posted personal bests. Mooney
had a personal best 2:03.94 in the
finals of the 200-meter backstroke.
Barlett posted a time of 2:04.71 in
the 200-meter butterfly.
Next up for the Tigers is the
NCAA Championships for both the
men's and women's teams.

LADY

MARCH

FROM BACK PAGE

In the second half the Lady
Tigers cut the lead to 10, but that
was as close as they would come.
Clemson shot only 25 percent from
the floor after half time.
"Give credit to our defense," said
UNC Coach Sylvia Hatchell. "To

hold a team as good as Clemson to
50 points, we had to play great
defense."
Chanel Wright also matched her
teammate and the ACCs three-time
scoring champion, Tracy Reid, with
21 points to help lead North Carolina.
The Lady Tigers were lead by
Itoro Umoh who had 14 points
before she fouled out with 843 left

6,1998

to play. The foul line turned out to
be one of the Lady Tigers' troubles,
however. While Clemson only
attempted 14 free throws, UNC
went to the line 48 times. Foul trouble ruined any chance of a Clemson
comeback. Amy Geren put in 13
points for the Lady Tigers and was
the only other player scoring over
six for the team.

Are you organized and self-disciplined? Do
you have good communication skills? Do you
have general computing and networking
knowledge? If so, then ResNet may have an
exciting opportunity for you! ResNet is expanding into new areas of campus, and we
are hiring qualified students to join us in getting the campus hooked up. This job provides hands-on training, technical and networking skills, good pay and a chance to expand your post-graduate resume. If you're
interested in a great job with lots of advantages, send a cover letter and resume to —
ResNet Recruitment
200 Mell Hall

Deadline is April 3, 1998!

Alpha Gamma Delta's Second

SPORTING GOODS

^Columbia
V Sportswear Company®

▲

tiling Sign up: March 23-March 25; 10:00 to 5:00
VI Hen, jai|-n-Bail: March 26; 10:00 to 5:00
M/ll^r*,* March 23-25; in or outside Loggia and Schiletter
ff IWre* March 26; Near the Amphitheater

EASTPAK

ppw
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-4

Cfi'J ^^01
OO^-JJyi

991 By Pass 123
Seneca, S.C. 296781~

Wl|j}{« For a small fee of $5 for a half an hour. Alpha Gamma Delta will arrest your
%
favorite fool and take him to jail!! The jail will be near the amphitheater.
Your fool can pay the bail or stay in there the whole time you arrested him for.
% It is a fund raiser for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. The Foundation
* contributes to the research and care of patents with Juvenile Diabetes.

Flee koozies given to all participants.
Any questions? Call 358-3296 or 858-6285

■
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u i m offi i
mndsand
also averaged 10 pointsa game
Jui ins; the regular season.
Mohamed Woni hasalsodevel
oped as an outstanding force on
the inside for the tigers Woniisa
key to( lemson'sabilit) to break
the zone defenses thai teams throw
against the Tigers
ich Barnes commented,
"Woni is an excellent shooter. II he
gets the hall and he is open we
want him to shoot it"
I he I igersdefinitely will be
lived up going into the Ac V tournament. Clemson has won thenlast two games which were both
crucial to the team's NCAA tournament chances. The Tigers will
also look to improve upon last
sears disappointing ACC tournament, where they lost in their t list
game to the University of
Maryland.
The Tigers should be going into
the ACC tournament a somewhat
healthy team No major injuries are
hampering the Tigers. A lew were
suffering from flu symptoms last
week, but those should be gone by
tourney time. Even if some of the
players are still ailing they will
play, according to Barnes.
"Its the time of year where,
regardless of how you feel, you
have to go because it is do or die
time," he said.
Barnes feels that the Tigers have
gotten the experience necessary for
the big time games of the ACC
tournament from their conference
schedule and their non-conference
schedule.
"If you want to see how tough
our non-conference schedule is, all
you have to do is turn on ESPN
tonight and you will see the three
of the first teams [Gonzaga,
SouthWest Missouri State, and
Iona] we played playing for their
conference championships. We
also played Kentucky and Illinois,
who both finished at the top of
their respective conferences."
This year the set up for the ACC
tournament has changed from
where it used to be. Formerly, the
number eight and nine seeds
played in the opening Thursday
night game. The format has been
changed to where the number one
seed play the number nine seed
and the number seven seed plays
the number eight sees on
Thursday. The winner of the 1-9
game now automatically advances
to the semi-finals to meet the winner of the 4 vs. 5 seed game. The
winner of the 7-8 game advances
top play the second seed in the
quarterfinals.

h Barnes has n
iii whether the new loi mat is
better than the old format, but he
docs like that I
champion
led
When you win the .V
ison title you should be
rewarded," he said 'I laving to play
three straight games is tough. I like
the fact the « innet o! the tourna
ment gets a benefit in having a dav
off."
The new format could have a
duvet el led on which teams the
> meet in the ACC
loin nament. II Clemson beats
Wake Forest and Virginia is able to
upset Puke, the Tigers will play
the lowest seeded team in the ACC

"When you win the ACC
regular season title, you
should be rewarded."

Do You Want To Improve Your
Marketing & Sales Skills With Some
Hands-On Experience?

Join The Tiger as a
REGIONAL ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
• Elevate yoLAK1 personal COW\W\IAV\\CCX\\OV\ abilities.

• Coordinate tke advertising process |^OKVA its
inception to tke yinisked proatAci.
• Build CMS+omet* rc\ppor\ c\v\a creatively solve
advertising problems.
THE

TIGER

RICK BARNES

head ki iketballcom !\
in the semifinals. This would make
the road to the championship a lot
easier for the Clemson.
An underlying factor in the
importance of the ACC tournament is how many ACC teams
will be accepted into the NCAA
field of 64. Many publications have
already penciled the Tigers in
regardless of how they fare in the
ACC tournament, but they are still
considered a bubble team. Barnes
feels very strongly that the Tigers
should be in.
"If you see we have seven wins
in the conference and look at our
RPI rating and see the ACC is the
best conference," Coach Barnes
said. "If we're not in, they should
not have it (the tournament)."
Wake Forest, Georgia Tech and
Florida State all are also considered bubble teams and are also
considered to have to win at least
one game in the ACC tournament
to be accepted into the NCAA
tournament. Duke, Maryland and
the University of North Carolina
are all considered locks for the
NCAA tournament.
So Friday night, look for the
Tigers to put on a show in the ACC
tournament. This has been a long
and disappointing season for the
Tigers, who were a preseason top
five ranked team. The disappointments of this season could be
quickly erased with success in
both the ACC tournament and the
NCAA tournament.
"We feel like we are finally on
an even playing field with everyone else," said Barnes "I told the
team I'm going to the Final Four
with or without you; its up to you
guys."

Call Gordon
at 656-2167

Become A Part Of A Winning
Tiger Marketing Team!

SU I T : $2 (0
MORE

RESUMES:$40

HANGING UP YOUR WAITER'S

APRON

FOR THE

LAST

TIME:

APARTMENTS
CCl 110 N. Clemson Ave. 2 bedroom condo, walking
distance to campus. Furnished washer /dryer, private
deck, garage, storage room. $800/month. Security
deposit and first month's rent. Available August.

LBS PROPERTIES
864-882-3953

Clemson
New Single Offices
and
Quality Suites
♦ Convenient at 123 & 93
• Conference Rooms
• Utilities included
• 654-2207 Karen

MasterCard.
THERE ARE SOME THINGS MONEY CA«'T BOY.
FOR SVERTTHtNS ELSE THERE'S MASTERCARD."
TO LEARt* MORE,OS APPLY FOR A CAR0. VISIT OUR
WE8 SiTE AT WWW,MASTERCARD.COM/CQLLS66
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Tigers take Wolfpack in tug of war for NCAA bid
► Senior GregBuckner
scores ten consecutive points
to lead the team to victory.

closer to an increasingly-likely
NCAA tournament bid and
improved their record to 16-12 overall (6-9 ACC). The Wolf pack
slipped to 15-12 (5-10).
With the score deadlocked at /1
and under a minute to go, Bucker
penetrated, drew a second defender
and passed the ball to Miller, who
knocked down his biggest basket to
date as a Tiger. After the game Head
Coach Rick Barnes lauded Miller's
heroics.
"Johnny wanted the ball in that
situation, he's a good shooter and he
stepped up and knocked the three
down," said Coach Barnes.
The shot propelled a bubble
team a step closer to the big dance.
If the Tigers enjoy success in
March, they can point to Buckner as
their chief reason why.
"Buckner stepped up in the second half, and we were going to him
every play because he wanted the
ball. He wanted to step up to the
challenge and he did a great job.''

CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer

Playing against a tough rival on
senior night in front of a hostile
crowd with both teams' tournament hopes in the balance, the
Tigers needed a player to rise to the
occasion against North Carolina
State. Greg Buckner responded to
the challenge.
After being held to a single point
in the first half, Bucker decided in
the second half that he wanted to
have one more try at the NCAA
tournament. The club's lone senior
then proceeded to put the Tigers on
his back, scored 10 consecutive
points in a six-minute span and
assisted Johhny Miller on the threepointer which proved to be the game
winner in a 77-72 victory at Raleigh.
The win moved the Tigers a step

said junior playmaker Terrell
Mclntyre, who led the Tigers' tough
defense with four steals.
The Tigers' tenacious defense
forced 19 turnovers by the
Wolfpack and enabled them to
outscore NC State 28 -11 in points
off turnovers. The defense is even
more impressive when you consider NC State was second in the conference in fewest turnovers allowed.
Besides Buckner's outstanding
leadership and great team defense,
another key to the game was the
Tigers' outstanding performance
from the foul line. The Tigers shot
74 percent from the charity stripe
and, more importantly, hit 11-12 in
the second half, including six in a
row by Mclntyre in the final 13 seconds to secure the win. It was only
the fifth time all season the team
shot above 70 percent from the free
throw line.
State got out of the blocks early in
the first half, but the Tigers clawed
back and eventually built an 11-

point lead following a three-pointer
by Tony Christie. The lead was built
on great team defense as the Tigers
forced several turnovers, which led
to easy baskets in transition.
The lead was whittled to four
before Mclntryre pushed the margin to six with two free throws at
the end of the first half. The excellent team defense proved very effective as the team built a lead and
held State to only two free throws.
State started a run in the second
half with All-ACC performer CC
Harrison leading the charge. In one
stretch, the Pack cut an 11-point Tiger
lead to four with Harrison scoring 8
points in just over two minutes.
Just as the Pack looked to be
making a run, Harrison was whistled for his fourth personal foul at
the 12:00 mark. With Harrison on
the bench, though, the Pack kept it
close and eventually tied the score
with 11:00 left. For the remainder of
the game neither team could build
a lead of greater than three points.

Playing in front of a hostile arena,
the game very easily could have gotten away from the Tigers, who have
struggled this season on the road.
"This was a great win for our
basketball team,'' said Barnes. "They
fought back and maintained their
poise on an emotional night for
State. If you look at the stat sheet,
everyone stepped up.''
A key to maintaining the Tigers'
poise was Buckner's performance.
"Greg Buckner was excellent in
the second half. When they came
back, we went solely to him and put
the ball in his hands," said Barnes.
Another player who answered
the call to step was Harold Jamison,
who scored 17 points on 7-10 shooting from the second half.
"Big O" was a workhorse inside,
collecting seven rebounds and five
offensive boards, enabling the
Tigers to best the Pack in both categories. Terrell Mclntyre joined
Bucker and Jamison in double figures with 15 points.

Baseball team splits one of two with Florida Atlantic
► Although the team did
not play up to their potential, they had chances to win.

Coach Jack Leggett was not too
pleased after Wednesday's loss.
"We just didn't have a good
approach at the plate, we were lackadaisical on defense at times and
we didn't pitch very well," said a
disappointed Coach Leggett.
"Anytime you do that against a
good team you're going to come up
short. We were lucky to win yesterday (Tuesday)."
In the first ever meeting between
the two schools, there were four
lead changes as both teams would
not let up.
The Tigers struck first, scoring a
pair in the bottom of the first to
grab the early lead. Clemson freshman center fielder Patrick Boyd put
the Tigers up 1-0 with his third
home run of the year. Boyd took
Florida Atlantic starter Todd
Moser's 2-2 pitch and drove it over
the left field fence to give the Tigers

RYAN PATRICK LAWRENCE

assistant sports editor
After
sweeping
UNCWilmington over the weekend, the
10th ranked Tigers split a two game
set with Florida Atlantic on
Tuesday and Wednesday at Tiger
Field.
In both games, the Tigers had a
chance to win in the ninth with the
bases loaded.
On Tuesday, the Tigers were successful and pulled out with a 6-5
win. On Wednesday, the Tigers'
two-out rally fell short, as they fell
to the Owls, 6-5.
Although the Tigers' displayed a
never-say-die attitude in the late
innings of both contests. Head

ELEANOR'S Flowers & Balloons

the early advantage.
In the next two innings, the
Owls began to chip away at the
Clemson lead.
With the bases loaded, Florida
Atlantic right fielder Brian Dodge,
who went 4-for-4 on the day, put
the Owls on the scoreboard with an
infield single to short.
The Owls then grabbed their
first lead of the day in the top of the
fifth. Celli, who went 7-for -9 in the
two game series, ripped a double to
left-center to plate Ed Bou, and the
Owls grabbed a 3-2 lead.
After the Tigers got their lead
back in the seventh, Florida
Atlantic took a 5-4 lead in the next
inning when Brian Dodge slugged
Matt Additon's first offering out ot
the yard for a two-homer. After
Additon hit the next batter. Coach
Leggett replaced him with Scott
Clackum.

The Tigers tied the score at five
in the eighth and had a chance to
win the game in the ninth.
Boyd led off with a base hit to
left and Bultman followed with a
sacrifice bunt. Harris and Nystrom
followed with walks, and the Tigers
had the bases loaded with just one
out.
With the opportunity to win the
game, Matt Padgett hit a high chopper to second. Florida Atlantic's
Dickie Hart got to the ball, but did
not have time to throw out Boyd at
the plate, and the Tigers prevailed.
On Tuesday afternoon, the
Tigers appeared to be on their way
to another sweep, as starter Matt
White left after six strong innings
with a 5-3 lead.
Coach Leggett replaced White
with Donovan Harrison in the top
of the seventh, and the Tiger righty
got into trouble right away.

The first two Owls reached on
singles and Florida Atlantic had
two on with no outs. Ed Bou. who
homered to tie the first game,
struck again.
This time. Bou knocked a 3-2
pitch off of Harrison over the fence
in left to give the the Owls a 6-5
lead.
With two outs in the bottom of
the ninth, the Tigers found themselves down to their last out.
The next three batters reached
base, and the Tigers had the bases
loaded with the go-ahead run in
scoring position.
But short stop Doug Roper could
not keep the rally alive, as he ended
the game by fouling out.
"I just think that we're better
than that," Coach Leggett said after
the game. "We just didn't have a
good approach to what was going
on out there."

Students and Faculty:

920 Bypass 123, Seneca
(Across from Wendy's, on your way to WalMart)

• Flowers
• Balloons
We accept all

major credit_
cards. We
deliver!

• Cards
• Gifts

• Customized Baskets
"Chicken Soup Basket"
"Exam Basket"
• Cakes

Innovi
Innova Communications, LLC

654-8026 or 1-800-654-8026

The "Intelligent" Alternative to Campus Internet Access

Greenville Hospital System
Research Assistant
The Greenville Hospital System is currently
accepting applications for a part-time Research
Assistant. This position will assist with the
research efforts for Reproductive Endocrinology.
Medical terminology and phlebotomy skills
preferred but not required. Excellent customer
service and communication skills required.
Flexible hours are available, so undergraduate
and graduate students are encouraged to apply.

Local Access from
Oconee, Pickens, Anderson, Greenville, and Spartanburg Counties
♦ Part ot the UUNET T3 Backbone - The Fastest Fully Digital Backbone in the Upstate
♦ All ISDN/56K Compatible Dialup Facilities
♦ UNIX & NT Servers
♦ Shell Accounts
♦ No Restrictions
♦ Free Web Space
♦ Free Email
$19.95/Month
Semester Special $79.95
Quality, Speed, Support, Innovation

If interested, please forward resume OR apply in
person Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. 4:30 P.M. to: Greenville Hospital System,
Attention: Human Resources, 701 Grove Road,
Greenville, SC 29605. Fax: (864)455-6218. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.

lnnova.NET
1-888-8-INNOVA
653-INET (Clemson)
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Tracksters prime for NCAAs

the i
Much ol ihe I ieers oik
[ireci result ol their high-pressure defense, which forced 24
Georgia Tech turnov
Wnitt's two fast break p<
came ofl ol two steals by Clemson
poinl guard Terrell Mclntyre
Mclntyre finished with seven steals
to go along with his 12 points, six
assists and a team-leading seven
rebounds.
"Our defense really got us going."
Coach Barnes At hall time, Terrell
Mclntyre alone had 13 deflections.
We were able to convert a lot of
those into points."
Just as the loss at Virginia displayed the Tigers' weaknesses this

SARAH MOLL

rhe Clemson women's i
team traveled to Atlanta this past
end to participate in the I ISA
Track and Tickle hampionships.
The Tigers brought home a firsi
finish in the 4x400 meter
relay. The team was composed ol
I ashonda ( utchin, Samantha
Watt, Nikkie Bouyer and Sh(
Wetson kins team automatically
qualified
for
the
NCAA
(.'hampionships with a time oi
19.
Both [amie Moton and Terri
Robinson made to the finals ol
their respected events. Robinson
ran a personal best in the 60m dash
with a time of 7.43. That time
placed her second on the Clemson
All-Time performers list. Moton
threw the shot put 462-1/2 to place
eighth.
The men's team also participated in the championships this weekend. The 4x400 relay team finished
fourth and qualified for the NCAA
Championships. Tigers Kenny
Franklin. Aaron Haynes, Davidson
Gill and Charles Allen posted a
time of 3:08.41.
Clemson's track program is now
ranked eight in the country according to the latest Trackwire Top 25
poll. The Tiger program is tied with
Texas A&M, Texas and Washington
St. Arkansas is currently ranked
number one.
Next up for both the men's and
womens team's is the NCAA
Championships in Indianapolis on
March 13-14.
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RECOGNITION: I he men's track team is honored tit Littldohn Coliseum
on Sundayfoi then just pLue perfoi mance in the ACC championships.
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in the A( ( tournamenl lik<
Sunda) tl
Anything is
KIIOVV

that we

oing up there and do
some damage."
ire l"i i he posl
son. the Tigers may be finally
reaching their potential, and it
COuldn'l haw i nine al a I ""I hi
been disappointments all season long," O
om losing Terrell, to
Buck slumping a little and the
missed I ree t h rows, they just haven't
quit. They didn't cave in and they've
shown a lot of character. We're
where we wanted to be when the
season started; we've just done it the
hard way."

STUDENT CONDOMINIUMS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
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1 AND 2 BEDROOMS
FULLY FURNISHED
ON-SITE MANAGER
FREE SHUTTLE BUS
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT PUMP/ENERGY EFFICIENT LIVING
POOL AND CLUB HOUSE
SALES & RENTALS

MANAGfO BY MVERBANK PROrtHnES. BARBARA D. WATT. » t.C
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654-2876 Fax: 654-2877
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■America's
Top Pension Fund."

•■-Mornmgstar rating for
the CREF Stock Account,
CREF Global Equities Account.
CREF Equity Index Account,
and CREF Growth Account'

—Money Magazine, January 1998

LBS MINI-WAREHOUSES
882-6388
5X10
5X12
10X10
10X12
10X24

AAA

S23.00/M0.
S25.00/M0.
S35.00/M0.
S40.00/MO.
S60.00/M0.

-S&P and Moody's
rating for TIAA*'
—William Ravdin, TIAA-CREF Participant

Located on HW Y 28 in Seneca
Ask about our Student Special!

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL.

CLEMSON LITTLE THEATRE

presents
The Tragedy Of

operating expenses that are among the lowest in the

We take a lot of pride in gaining high marks

insurance and mutual fund industries?*

from the major rating services. But trie fact

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the right choices —

is, we're equally proud of the ratings we get even'

A rendleton "layers Production
Directed by Bruce Rollin
Marcn 6, 7, 8, 15, H, 15
Fri.&Sat.8PM-Sun.3PM
Tickets $10 Adults / $4 Youtn
CALL (864) 646-8100
FOR RESERVATIONS

and the dedication — to helpyou achieve a lifetime

ensuring the financial futures of the education and

of financial goals. The leading experts agree.

research community is something that goes beyond

So does Bill.
Find out how TIAA-CREF can helpyou build a
comfortable, financially secure tomorrow.

We became the world's largest retirement orga-

Visit our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org or call

nization by offering people a wide range of sound

us at 1 800 842-2776.

investments, a commitment to superior service, and

F32

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.v

igsrar. In, . lanuan SI, 1998. Momingstar is an independent service thai rate* mutual f'umfeawd variable annuities.'Hie top 10% ..t fund* in an u
t's three , rive
is Momingstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk ad|usted performance and are subject to change every month They are calculated from
II star ratings refern
,sofy() d.n Treasury hill returns with appropriate fee adjustments, and a risk factoi that reflects performance below 90 day 1 bill returns. The
1
hich
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five
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ten
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f«>,
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ending
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31,
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day from our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF,

stars and numbers.

March 9tn&10tk ONLY!
Special School Performances
12=50 NOON
Students $2 / I eachers r ree
BY ADVANCE
RESERVATION ONLY!
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CREF Stock Account
Star Rating/
imbcr i >l 11. tmestk Equity
Accounts Rand
4/1,856
4/1.2IS
5/612

CREF Global Euuitit* Account
Mar Rating/
tuts
Nti
Accounts Rated
4 '391
5, 207
N A

CREF Equity Index Account
si.ir Rating
Nun her nt Domestic Eouin
Account* Rated
5, 1,856
N/A
N/A

CREF Growth Account
Star Rating,
Number of Domestic Equity
Acct Hints Rated
5/1.856
N/A
N/A

CREF Bond Market
Mar Rating/
slumber of Fixed Income Ai
Rated
4/675
4/443
N/A
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CREF Social Choice Account
Star Rating/
Number ot Domestic Equity
Accounts R-ued
4/1,856
4/1,218
N/A

■ Ratma Analysts,
Bcmcnt. 'Standard &Pvor's Insur
al financial strength, claims paving ability and overall operating performance 'Rased on assets under manage.
'•These top ratings are based on TIAA's e\
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► Ugertrack is ranked
eighth after the meet in
Atlanta.
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Falling Seahawks
^■Tiger Baseball sweeps
three-game series over
UNOWilmington Page 19

WEEKEND SCHEDULE
Baseball: Stetson, Sat. 2,Sun. 2 p.m.
ACC Basketball: Wake Forest, Fri. 7 p.m.
Baseball: Coastal Carolina, Tues. 3 p.m.
Women's Tennis: Furman, Sat. 1 p.m.

Greg's Finale

:
;
: ►Buchnersends basketball
\ career with victory against
GeorgiaTech . Page 19

Tigers 'definitely dancing'
► The victory over Georgia
Techgives the team andfans
new hopefor the season.
RYAN PATRICK LAWRENCE

assistant sports editor
After Sunday afternoon's 76-62
victory over Georgia Tech, the sellout crowd at Littlejohn Coliseum
let out a collective sigh of relief.
The men's basketball team,
which was ranked as high as fifth
in the preseason, finished their conference schedule with a 7-9 record
and had all of Tiger Town talking
about the "Big Dance" for the first
time in a while.
Clemson's Harold Jamison
summed up everyone's feelings just
after the much-needed win.
"There's no doubt; we're definitely dancing," Jamison said.
Prior to Sunday's game, both the
Tigers and Georgia Tech had identical 6-9 conference records. Both
knew that a win would dramatically improve their chances of playing
in mid-March.
Like many basketball experts,
Coach Barnes believes that a team
with a 7-9 record in the ACC
deserves a bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
"1 think we're in the tournament.
I think that at least six teams
should make it from this
league(ACC)," Coach Barnes said.

"It's an unbelievable league. I think
Georgia Tech, N.C State and Florida
State should all be going, too."
Coach Barnes couldn't even
imagine his team not being selected.
"If we're not in, then they
shouldn't have it," Barnes said.
Against the Yellow Jackets, the
Tigers played forty minutes of
hard-nosed, in-your-face, physical
basketball and proved to a nationally televised audience that they are
definitely worthy of a bid to the Big
Dance.
On Senior Day, the four-year
starters on both Clemson and
Georgia Tech made their presences
felt. Tech's Matt Harpring led the
Yellow Jackets with 22 points. But
on Sunday, Clemson fans celebrated
the last home game of Greg
Buckner, and the Tigers' lone senior
did not disappoint anyone.
Buckner scored a game high 29
points, one shy of his career high, to
lead Clemson to victory.
After the first half, the Tigers
had a 34-31 lead, and the Yellow
Jackets were still in a very good
position to come away with a win.
But when the second half began,
Buckner put any thoughts of a
Georgia Tech victory to rest.
The Tigers started the half with
a 24-9 run that lasted for nine minutes. Buckner led the way, scoring
12 points on what proved to be the

turning point in the game.
"He's a special player," Coach
Barnes said. "He's so unselfish and
all that he cares about his his team
and winning games. Today, when
our backs were up against the wall,
he stepped up, just as he's done in
each of the four years that he's been
here."
Buckner was not the only Tiger
contributing, however.
Perhaps the most positive thing
that has come out of Clemson's regular season has been their scoring
depth. Tony Christie, Harold
Jamison, Mohamed Woni, Vincent
Whin and Johnny Miller have
given Coach Barnes a variety of
options on the offensive end all season, and Sunday was no exception.
After over eight minutes of play,
Georgia Tech had a 16 -11 lead, and
the Tigers were struggling offensively. But for the next eight minutes, they displayed their depth as
three players came off the bench
and provided the Tigers with a lead
that would never vanish.
Woni, Whitt and Miller combined for 11 points on the Clemson
15-6 run. Woni showed off his versatility by netting a basket inside
and then hitting his patented fadeaway turn-around jumper. Miller
nailed a three-pointer with the shot
clock running out to tie the game at
SEE

WRECK, PAGE 17

THOMAS/pli.

SMOTHERED: GregBuckner looksforan open man while Georgia Tech's
Matt Harpring (15) applies defensive pressure.

Lady basketball team Mis in final game of ACC Tourney
► The Tigers lose in a
defensive battle to tenthranked North Carolina.
SHAUN RATLIFF

staff writer
The Lady Tigers were looking to
claim their second title in just three
years as they matched up against
No. 10 North Carolina Sunday in
the women's ACC championship
game. The Tarheels of North
Carolina proved too strong, however, as they grabbed a decisive 81-50
victory over the Lady Tigers.

Leading up to Clemson's showdown with North Carolina though,
the Lady Tigers defeated several formidable ACC opponents. In the
quarterfinals, the Lady Tigers
defeated Florida State 85-68 and
put themselves in position to face
Maryland in a semifinal matchup.
While no player lit up the stat
sheet for Clemson on Saturday in
the semifinal game, the Lady Tigers
still managed to cruise to an
impressive 63-44 victory over
Maryland. With this win, the Lady
Tigers found themselves in their
third straight league title game and

left critics with little to say.
Jim Davis said, "Our consistency
is a result of our system. We're criticized a lot for playing so many people but it's important to get to that
championship game with legs
under you."
The Lady Tigers, who set a
school record for their then 24th
win against just six losses, rotate up
to 12 players a game.
As far as the Lady Tigers' loss
Sunday in the championship game
against North Carolina, Jim Davis
said, "Every dog has his day Today
wasn't our day."

The Tarheels have won four of the
last five ACC championships with
Clemson hooking the title in 1996.
Unlike the four-point margin in
last year's game, the Lady Tigers
suffered their most lopsided loss of
the season. The Tarheels harassed
Clemson (24-7) into 19 turnovers
and converted them into 24 points.
"They're great athletes, first and
foremost," said Jim Davis. "Our execution wasn't good from the get-go.
We didn't execute as a team."
While the Lady Tigers were out
of rhythm, the Tarheels appeared to
be in theirs. UNC shot 61 percent

from the floor in the first hall of
play.
Chanel Wright opened the game*
for the Tarheels by hitting a fast- I
break layup and then followed it 3
with a pair of 3-pointers. Wright
also made a foul line jumper to |
outscore the Lady Tigers 10-4 overM
the stretch.
The Lady Tigers looked tojjjl
answer with a 3-pointer from Itorojji *'
Umoh late in the first half only tcBj $
see North Carolina pull away to ^
42-30 half time lead.
SEE

LADY, PAGE 1

MARCH MADNESS
The longawaited postseason begins this weekend
with the ACC Tournament.
BRIAN PEARCE

stall writer

SUPER HOOPS:Vina-nt Whitt rose above Wake Forest defenders fora 2
point gain on Feb. 7. in which he scored eight points with one assist.

Its that time of the year again.
What time of the year is it, you
may ask? Time for March
Madness. The ACC men's basketball tournament tips oil
Thursday night from Greensboro,
NC when the number-one seed
and number-one ranked Puke
Blue Devils play the ninth-seeded
Virginia Cavaliers The fifth-seed
ed ( lemson I igers jump into the
action I i ida) night at 7 with a
quarterfinal matchup against the
number four seeded Wake Forest
Demon Dea< ons.

( lemson split their two regular season games with the Demon
Deacons with each team winning
on their home court. Mental mistakes at the end ol the game along
with Wake Forest's dangerous
three-point shooting allowed the
Deacons to beat the tigers 70-66
in Winston-Salem hack on
January 8 I he 1 igersshowed
their stnil on February II when
the) whipped the Demon
Deacons71-46 in I Lttlejohn
urn.
( lemson coat h Rick Barnes
realizes thai V
i \> a dan
gerous team especiall) since i
are fighting for theii N( A,\ tour

nament lives
"Dave Odom has gone back to
a nnnc experienced line up,"
Coach Barnes said.' |en \ Braswell
is playing more. Loren Woods is
back on the team They also have
excellent three point shooters
who haw hurl us m the past We
will haw to handle their zone and
see what happens."
I lemson will need to continue
with the productivity that the)
are getting from their interior
players I larold |amison hascon
tinned to mature into an offensive
force in the inside [amison led the
Si i MARCH. P.\u 15
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Tigers sweep Seahawks to up national ranking
► tht baseball team improves
then recordto 12-1 after three
winsoverl M Wilmington

his first career homer, a three-run shot to
right field. After picking up another run in
more runs
in the seventh, including two run doubles
i and lustin 1 lyde.

DAVID ABLES

stall writer

rhe baseball team completed a threegame sweep oi the UNC Wilmington
Seahawks Sunda) to improve then record
to 12-1 and rise lour spots in the national
poll. In games on Frida) Saturda) and
Sunday, the [Tigers' offense overpowered
theSei
imbined $8 runs
in the three games.
We re sw inging the hats pretty good,"
figer coach Jack Leggett said I vi
just hit the hall real well all weekend."
In the first game on Friday afternoon,
sophomore pitcher Ryan Mottl threw
sewn shutout innings as Clemson rolled
. Mottl earned ACC pitcher of the week honors lor his performance,
as he struck out si\ and walked only one.
Mike Proto and Mike Rhue iimshed out
the game and completed the shutout for
the Tigers, the team's first ot the season.
UNC-Wilmington pitcher Jack Temple
was dealt his first loss of the season.
After seoring a run in the first, and
then another in the second off an Henri
Stanley home run, the Tigers broke the
game open with a four-run third inning.
Doug Roper capped the scoring off with

In the second game on Saturday after
noon, the rigers heat the Seahawl
led by a twelve-run third inning. Starting
pitcher Skip Browning picked up his second win ol the season despite a snaky performance m which I
p nine hits
and six runs in five innings. Matt Additon,
Adam Spires, Brian Adams .\no\ Scott
Clackum each pitched well to finish out
game lor the Tigers.
, starting pitching was a little bit of
i em," said I eggett, "but 1 was really
pleased with our relief pitelimg.espeei.illy
the middle relief."
In the third inning, twelve runners
reached base before the Seahawks recorded an out, and each starter scored at least
once during the inning. Five walks and
two hit batsmen by the UNC pitching
helped the cause. UNC-Wilmington was
able to score four runs in the fourth, to
bring the score to 13-6, but by then the
Tigers were well on their way to completing the blowout.
The Tigers were led at the plate by
Jason Harris, who was 3-3 with 3 RBls.
Matt Padgett, Kurt Bultmann and Henri
Stanley each pitched in with 2 hits a piece.
The Seahawks were led by Terry Williams,

who went 5 5 with an RBI.
iunday tin- ( Lemson I
pleted thi
p of the UNCWillmington Seahawks with a 6 > win at
Tiger Field, starter Mike Paradis allowed
four hits and three runs in seven innings to
earn the win, his second ol the
Donovan Harris pitched two innings of
shutout hall to earn his I irst save, as Bryan
Mazur picked up his second loss of the
season lor the Seahawks.
UNC-Wilmington scored two runs in
the top of the first to put the pressure on
the Tigers, who responded with lour runs
ol their own. The Seahawks got within a
run in the second when Mike Rugienius
knocked in John Avent to make the score
4-3, but that was all the Seahawks would
get Paradis and Harrison shut them down
as the Tiger offense picked up runs in the
fourth and eighth innings to bolster their
lead and extend their winning streak to
nine games.
"So far 1 think we're playing pretty
well," said Coach Leggett. "We're 12-1, and
we faced some very good competition in
the Olive Garden Classic, and East
Carolina gave us all we could handle, but
overall we are playing pretty well. We just
have to keep improving."
With the weekend's sweep, the Tigers
moved from fourteenth to tenth in the
Collegiate Baseball poll.
The Tigers next play Stetson in a three-

Vphoto editor

DIRECT HFT: Peter Nysrom connects/or a base hit on
Friday afternoon against UNC-Wilmington.

Buckner's home career ends with a bang against Tech
► GregBuckner leads the
basketball team through the
good and the bad times.
Louis

GARMENMA

sports editor

With 29 points against Georgia
Tech on Sunday, Greg Buckner finished his career at Clemson in storybook fashion. Not only did he
lead the team to a victory in a game
they had to have, he passed Horace
Grant and became the school's
third leading scorer. Buckner could
only see one positive after the
game, however.
"I never think about individual

stats and stuff like that," said the
team's only senior. "I always think
about winning first."
According to Clemson Head
Coach Rick Barnes, that is typical
Greg Buckner.
"He is about winning and that is
all he's ever cared about," said
Barnes. "He's a special player. He is
special in that all he cares about is
his team and winning. You saw it
today when our backs were against
the wall, he stepped up as he's done
over four years now."
Buckner is the first player in
school history and fifth in ACC history to lead the team in scoring four
straight years. He is also the first
ever ACC Rookie of the Year in

Clemson history. In short, he has
been Clemson basketball over the
last four years.
"He came here and took a chance
on us when we were new," said
Barnes. "We're going to miss him.
I'm not sure everybody around here
realizes just what he's done and
what he's meant to this program."
"I give all the credit to the other
guys," said a modest Buckner. "If it
wasn't for them, Clemson basketball wouldn't be where it is. I know
Coach [Barnes] always says it's me
but if it weren't for Terrell
[Mclntyre], Tom [Wideman], Harold
[Jamison], Andrius [Jurkunas] and
those other guys coming in the year
after me it wouldn't be where it is."

Barnes and Buckner will always
be intertwined when the revival of
Clemson basketball comes to mind.
Both are jokesters off the court who
helped lead the Tigers out of the
cellar to contention in the ACC and
national scene on the court.
"He's a great guy," said Buckner
of Barnes. "He's honest with me and
he's fun to be around. He can relate
to me."
"I can't say enough about Greg
Buckner," said Barnes of Buckner.
"Every coach has a player that will
be special to him" for a lot of different reasons. He hit a slump for a
couple of games, but like he always
does, he came back."
Buckner is hoping to come back

from what he thinks has been a disappointing season for him personally
"It's been a rough season for me; I
don't think I had a good season at
all," said Buckner. "I didn't lead the
team the way I should have and it
cost us in the win department."
He feels that the second season,
the postseason tournaments, will
give him a chance to make up for
lost ground.
"This has been a special place to
me, but I think I've still got some
business to take care of," he said.
"Hopefully we can come back to
the fans, win an ACC Tournament
and
go
into
the
[NCAA]Tournament doing well."

Zebras impact ACC wiIdlife
Louis Garmendia
sports editor

With the ACC season coming
to a close this weekend and the
NCAA Tournament about to
begin, 1 hope the ACC's most
talked about subject won't be
mentioned again for the rest of
the year. It's not the return of
Duke's Elton Brand, the missed
free throws of Clemson or how
many ACC teams will make it to
the "Big Dance." It's not the new
format of the ACC Tournament or
the tailspin the Florida State
Seminoles have fallen into. What I
am talking about is as clear as
black and white, that is, black and
white striped shirts.
Yes, the ACC officiating crew
has been a lot more visible than it
should be. There have been many
controversial calls and no-calls in
the past, but it seems like there
has been more controversy this
year than normal. Did CC
Harrison enter the lane too early
on his missed free throw? Did we
foul North Carolina 41 times?
Wasn't that drive by Trajan
Langdon really a charge?
If you are a Clemson fan, you
would probably answer these questions in an opposite way the referees at those games did. But aren't

most will talk back to him to
we a little blinded by the love for
explain their position (like one of
our team? That would be the referthe few refs friendly with the
ee's response. Consider their vanSouth Floor, Frank Scagliotta). But
tage point in these situations.
Gordon does not, and it makes
When Harrison entered the
you wonder if all the heat he has
lane, the referees had to make a
taken from Barnes added up to a
split-second decision and decided
favorable call for Duke in the end.
against making a call. They did
You could try and justify or
not have the luxury of slow
criticize these calls all you want,
motion, wide-angled replays to
but individual judgment calls are
aid their decision. At Chapel Hill,
we probably did foul the Tar Heels not the issue here. The bigger
problem is the lack of consistency,
41 times. However, they probably
which is the main characteristic
fouled us about as many times. If
coaches desire from officials. If
you take the definition of the foul
straight out of the book and allow you are going to call a fouLon my
. team for handchecking, call a foul
no contact whatsoever, every
major college team is going to foul on the other team for handchecking. If you are not going to make
at least 25 times a game, minimum. And in light of the fact that the call and let the players decide
the outcome in one game (such
past UNC-Clemson games have
as Harrison entering the lane
gotten ugly and the league sent
early), let them decide it in anotfv
out a memo about bench decorum right before the game, it is no er (don't make a call either way
when Landgon and Jamison colwonder that the referees called a
lide under the basket).
tight game.
The issue of consistency is
In the waning seconds of
Duke's 70-66 victory in Littlejohn. important because officiating in
the ACC is much different this
I felt there was no justification for
calling a block on Harold Jamison year than last year. Last year, the
league was known as perhaps the
when Trajan Langdon blew to the
basket. I came up with one notion, most physical in the country.
Anyone who attended the
however. The referee who made
Clemson-Virginia game last year
the call was Steve Gordon, who is
will remember that no foul was
not on Rick Barnes' favorite percalled when Greg Buckner drove
son's list. It was Gordon who gave
the lane and came away with a
Barnes a technical foul in
wound in his head that required
Durham after a goaltend was
stitches. Barnes' response after the
called favorably for Clemson. He
game?
was also a member of the crew
"These games are hard to officithat worked the 41-foul game
with UNC Coach Barnes will ride ate," he said of the physical nature
of the game. "But I like it, and I
most referees in the league, but

know my players like it." This year,
the Tigers were called for an ACC
record 41 fouls, many of which the
received for apparently breathing
too close to All-Everything
Ant wan Jamison of UNC.
Also last year, officials made a
mistake at the conclusion of the
Duke-Virginia game that allowed
the Blue Devils to steal a win in
Charlottesville. The officials were
consequently suspended. The
result of the infamous 41-foul
game and Barnes subsequent formal complaint? We're still waiting.
If you believe in the Tobacco
Road Conspiracy, here is some
more fuel for the fire. The Lady
Tigers were called for an astounding 36 fouls in the championship
game of the ACC Tournament
against North Carolina.
My personal opinion is that
there is no conscious conspiracy
for or against any team in the
league. I believe that every team
gets a fair shake in almost every
game. Coach Barnes' quote on his
team's free throw shooting summarizes my opinion on refereeing:
"You can overcome it for the
first 35 minutes of the game, but
we have to have them in the last 5
minutes," he said. Except for perhaps the Duke game, we have had
a chance to bounce back. In the
controversial NC State game, we
were up by four points in overtime after the Harrison's follow on
his missed free throw. In general,
the referees do not control the
outcome of the game.

Anyone who goes through
basketball expecting to get every
call is a moron. Anyone who has
played intramural basketball here
at Clemson knows this to be true
and has their favorite "1 got
screwed by the ref" moment. Mine
was when I was slapped in the
face attempting a game-tying
shot in the final seconds.
Assistant Timeout editor Todd
Allen's favorite is when he
received a technical foul after
telling a ref "Good call."
I have refereed some decent
level basketball games before, and
I know that it is not as easy as it
looks. I suggest anyone who
thinks otherwise to give it a shot.
It is a lot harder from the floor
than it is on the stands or on TV.
Hopefully, there will be no
more controversial last second
calls in the remaining singleelimination tournaments. There
are bound to be plenty of bad
calls during these games, but I
would rather see Tiger fans now
and in the future devote their
energy to supporting Clemson
and harrassing the home team
instead of riding the referees.
Well, maybe discussing the finer
points of the game with Mr.
Scagliotta is ok.

Louis Garmendia is a Sophomore in
management. E-mail comments to
sports© tiger.clemson.edu.

